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O. i~troductio~ 
The first order theory of a structure is frequently insufficient to describe 
properties of the structure which are interesting to the mathematician. Most of 
these properties can be expressed in higher order logic. However, these higher 
order logics have unworkable model theories; in particular, they tack compactness 
and axiomatizability. For this reason we feel that it is important o investigate 
languages which approximate second order logic but still have reasonable model 
theoretic properties. One st/ch logic L(Q) was introduced by Mostowski [15] and 
studied extensively by Fuhrker, [5], Vaught [19], and Keisler [10]. L(Q) is obtained 
from the first order predicate calculus by adding a new quantifier Q where Qxq~ is 
given the K-interpretation "there are ~<-many x's such that ~".  There are, of 
course, many interesting mathematical properties beyond the expressive power of 
L(Q), and one ntight hope for a stronger approximation of higher order logic that 
still retains the model theoretic attributes of L(Q). In this paper we present a family 
of languages considerably more expressive than L(Q) and we show that under 
appropriate set theoretic assumptions these languages enjoy the important model 
theoretic properties of compactness and axiomatizability~ 
These languages are obtained from the first order predicate calculus by adding 
quantifiers Q" for each n E ~o. For each infinite cardinal ~, Q"x0 . . . .  , xo_, q~ is given 
the ~-interpretation: "There is a set X of power K such that for every distinct 
x, , ,xb . . . ,x , , -~ X we have ~xo,...,:u:,,-~". In these languages we can express 
notions such as: an equivalence relation has K many equivalence classes, a partial 
ordering is a Souslin tree, a group has a K-powered abelian subgroup, and many 
infinitary combinatorial properties of the type studied by the Hungarian scho,-;. 
]a Section 1 these languages are defined more precisely and the notatio~ ased 
thr,~ughout is introduced. Section 2 is devoted to listing some triv:al bu basic 
pr.)perties of these languages. In Section 3 we discuss the relative xpressive ~ower 
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of these languages with each other and ,aith L(O). In Section 4 we consider briefly a 
closely related family of languag.es. In Section 5 a superficially similar language is 
shown to be countably incompact in all interpretations, h . Section 6 we prove 
incompactness for certain singular interpretations, in pm ticular countable compact- 
ness fails for the t~oo interpretation. (We con,~ider the results of Sections 5 and 6 as 
an indication that ,ve are close to a maximal approximation of ~econd order logic 
which is still compact -and axiomatizable. What we lack is an appropriate Lindstrbm 
type theorem.) 
These languages motivate a generalization of the two cardinal ~ype of a structure 
~'cf Vaught [20]) to distinguished relations that are not necessarily m~ary. In Section 
7 ',,e generalize Vaught's theorem stating that a theory admitting models of 
arbitrarily large finite gap admits models of arbitrary gap. In Section 8 we give a 
normal form for the new languages in the spirit of the Skolem normal form for 
satisfiability of first order sentences. In Section 9, compactness, axiomatizability, 
m~d transfer i esults are proved for the ~: -interpretation where ~¢ is weakly compact. 
In Section 10 we begin a discussion of the o.,~ interpretation under some set 
theoretic assamptions. (Set theoretic assumptions are relevant since there are 
sentences of these la: :.,uage~ whose validity is ;ndependee, t of set theory. The set 
theoretic assumption that we use is Jensen's Q,, which was also used by Keisler [12] 
to study some transfex principles for trees.) In Section !0 we present an axiomatic 
system which is correct for every regular interpretation. In Sections 11 and 12 we 
prove countable compactness (under ~,~,) fcr the ¢0, interpretation and a kind of 
completeness theorem sufficient to yield the recursive enumerability of the 
-alidities. In Section 13 we prove a generalization of the Morely-Vaught Theorem 
[14] on the transfer of satisfiability from any regular interpretation to the 
w~-interpretation. I  Section la we give a somewhat different meaning to the 
quantifi;er ('k" and prove compactness results for the ~:-interpretation where i< is a 
strong limit cardinal. In Section 15 we list the main open problems (of which we 
have too many). 
l, Preliminaries and notation 
F~n ~.~e most p~rt our notation is standard. 
We, cemsider an ordinal to be the set of all smaller ordinals. Ordinals are usuatly 
denoted by ~, ¢, ~,, & rl ; i , / ,  k. l. m,  n are used to denote natu:d numbers. ~o is the 
first infinite ordinal and ~,o~ is the first uncouw:able ordinal. 
Cardinals are initial c,,rdinals which we den6:e by ~¢,,~, bt, ~. K * is the cardinal 
successor of x. Define by induction 2~: 
2 . -  X, 
2;', ~ 1 = 2 ~), 
where 2 ~ is the cardit~ality of the power set of K. The ca.r~{inality of X is denoted b~, 
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cX. :'X is the set of all functions from Y to X. ;k "{~ is the act of all subsets of X of 
power A '~x=O{"X:~.CA}.  
cf • is the cofinality of ~. • is regular if cf ~¢ = K, otherwise K is singular. ~ is a 
strong limit cardinal if 2 ~ < ~ for every ?, < ~. 
A partition of a set X indexed by I is a ~amity {P, : i ~_ I} such that U~P,  = X 
and P, fq Pj =0  whenever i / - j  and Lj ~ L ,v is weakly compact if for every 
partition {R, : c~ ~ A} of K ~ where A < ~, the-re is a Y C X such that cY  = t~ and 
Y~2~C" k~ for some c~ E 3.. As is wet! known, K weakly compact implies that for 
every partition {P,, : ~-e ~ ?, } of ~"~ where A < K, there is a Y C i{ and an o~ ~_ a such 
that cY  = ~: and Y¢")C P,,. 
A tree is r~artially ordered set (not necessarily ,,veil founded) with a least element 
such that the set of e lements less than a given element ~ linearly ordered. A chain 
in a tree is a linearly ordered set; an antichain is a subset of a tree having no pair of 
comparable lements. A ~-Souslin tree is a tree with ~,< many elements uch that 
every chain and antichain is of cardinality tess than :<. An to~-Souslin tree will be 
called a Souslin tree. Souslin's hypothesis tates that there are no Souslin trees• !t 
is well known and easy to show that a Souslin tree exists in the abo~,'e sense iff there 
is a well founded Souslin tree. 
A type is a set of relation symbols, function symbols, and constat~t symbols. 
A structure of type s is a pair (A, F)  where F is a function with domain s such 
that for each constant symbol c E s, each n-ary relation symbol P, ~_ s. and each 
m.-ary function symbol f @ s we have f(c) ~ A, f (R)  is a n-ary relation over A, and 
F(f) is an m-ary function on)  into ,4. We use German letters ~[, ~ ,  fS to denote 
structures. If ~[ = (A, F)  then I91! = A, the universe or domain of ~I. Usually, in 
place of F we present a list of the range of F. Sometimes we denote F(S) by S ~, and 
we denote domain F by tgl. 
,~[ (2_-~ means that 91 is a substructure of ~.  
If ~[ = (A, F) and ~ = (A, G)  where F C G then ~[ is called a reduct o ~ ~ to tgl, 
denoted ~t = 5b i tgt, and ~ is called an expansion of ~l, denoted by £} = ('~[, G - F). 
.'-f R is a m~ary relation symbol in t~  then we say that ~[ is the relativization of £3 to 
R whenever ?t _C~2~ and [Oil = R~. 
Let ~[, _C .~Io for a ~/3  @ h. By U,~.-.~ ?I,, we mean the structure 9t whose ~ype is 
tgl~,, whose universe is L.J . . . .  I~)[, t, arid for each S @ t.9t, S ~ = Ig~ S"%. 
~l is a Skolem structure if each element in 1°,11 is denoted by a cot~stant term. 
We let L denote the first order predicate calculus. 
The language L" is the least class F of formulas such that F _D L and whenever 
g, ~ F ,rod x, . . . .  ,x,,-~ are variables then Q~xo . . . . .  x,,~ ~ F. Here Q" '.s a new 
quantif ier symt;ol. L <'° is the least P D L such that whenever ¢ ~ F and k ~:. o) and 
x, . . . . . .  x~ are variables then Q~x~, . . . . . .  ~¢~ ~ F. 
We write Q instead of Q~. o-, ~, O, e • ~, % 0 will denote formulas. Depending on the 
context, g,x,," • • x,,_, means either that {x~ . . . ,  x,, _~} is the set of variables occurring 
free in q~, or is a subset of that set. 
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For each infinite cardinal K, tile quantif ier O" is given a different imerpretat ion. 
We write ~d l=~[z]  when z is an assig~:men~, to 9I which satisfies ~, under the 
K-interpretation. '9.I D~ q~ [z ]' is de,'ined by induction on tl',e structure of ¢ as in the 
definition of satisfactior~ for an L ?ormula except that we add an additional clause: 
~1[~, Q"x0.-.x,,-~d~[z] iff there is an X GI~II such that eX = ~ and whenever 
ao . . . .  , a,,-~ are distinct elemants of X, then 
\ Xo, . ,  X,,. ~ /
Here 
al;, . • . ,  an - l )  
Z \Xo ,  , X,~-~ /
is that assignment z '  such that z ' (x , )=a~ for ten  and z ' (y )=z(y )  ~f 
y ~ {xo . . . . .  x,- }. Any set YC_ 19If such that 
X0,. ,X,,-~t ] 
whenever ao . . . . .  a~-~ are distincl elements of Y is called an n-cube in ~?i for 
~pxo"" x,,_~ under the asslgnmen~: z. When confusion is unlikely we will omit 
mention of z. We may write L 2 cr L2" when the K-interpretation is intended. 
~o-  means that Pib=~cr for all ?~ such ~hat 18[I~ f¢.~cr means fl at ~o-  for att 
~>4o.  
Mod~X is the class of ail models of 2 in the ~ interpretation. 
Th,,., ~i is the set of all L" sent,:nces true in 4I ~_~nder the K interpretation. We 
usually omit mention of K..~t-=~3(Y?) means tha: ~l .-,.~ ~.~ saiisfy the same 
sentences. 
If ao . . . . .  o ,~E iP t twe write ?i ~[a  . . . . . . .  a,, ~l instead of 
\x  . . . . . .  x~_,)] 
when xo . . . .  , x , ,~  are file only free vmiab!es occurring in ~ and xo . . . . .  x,,_, is a 
subsequence of some enumerat ion of the variables fixed at the beginning. 
We write 4[ <2'~3. and say that 91 is an k" substracture of ~B under ttle 
interpretation, if 4~ C ~ and for every assignmer:: z to ';'t and every ¢ E L" we have 
We apologize for the following abuses of language which we rationalize on the 
grounds of readability. We may confuse v~riables ir formulas with elements of a 
structure, symbols witi~ their denotations, ~ and i ~.~l I, aad we may omit the ~¢ in ~,  
when K is understood. 
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2. Some elementary facts 
Here we present several elementary facts some of which are direct generafiza- 
tions from L'. 
As usual the class of prenex nmmai form formulas is the smallest class F of 
formulas containing the quantifier free formu~a~, such that whenever ~ ~ F and 
x~, . . . . .  x,,, are distinct variables rhea 3xo~ ~ I\ Vxoq: ~ F. C"xo ' . .  x,, ,,g ~E F, and 
Theorem 2.1. For every so @ L" there ~ a prenex normal for:n formula ,# E L "~ such 
that t~p = t~ and ~ so <-* $. 
Proof. Completely analogoas to that for first order logic even though some care in 
the syntactic manipulation is required as the next tI'~eorem shows. [] 
Theorem 2.2. Q: does not distribute over disjuncgion, i.e., there is a formula 
QZxy(~o, v so:) such that 
~ [O"xy (so, v ¢, . )~ l -7 Q-'xyso, ^ ~ OF-xy~]. 
Proof. Let so, say " < is a linear ordering and x < y". For ~ ~ ~ke "' < is a linear 
ordering and y < x". [] 
Theorem 2.3. (Downward L6wenheim-Skolem 'i'heorem). Assume that X G ! ~l [. 
cX = A, K <~ A ~< c~I. and ct?t <~ A. Then there is a Lr~ of cardinality )~ sv.eh that 
X C~a '~? I .  
Proof. Analogous to t~e corresponding theorem in the first order predicate 
calculus. 
3. The expressive power of L" 
Of course L: is at least as expressive as I.'. since any sentence tr of the latter is 
logically equivalent o the sentence o "'~ obtained from o- by replacing each 
occurrence of Qx by O"xy,. . .y, , - ,  where y does not occur in o-. Much of our 
interest in the languages L" for n > 1 and in L <°' is that they are considerably more 
expressive than L' and yet still possess, at least under some set theoretic 
assumptions, the more importan: model theoretic properti.~s of L'. Our first 
example shows that L~,, is rich enough to say that an equivalence relation has 
uncountably many equivalence classes, which L~, is not. 
Let B = {(a,/3) : oe,/3 ~ w,}. Define an equivalence r lation t~ on B as follows: 
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(m /3)E  (7, 8) iff ez=3,. 
Let ~ = (B, E )  ,and let ,~[ be the restriction of ~ to the set A = {(m/3) : o: ff ~o. 
/3 ~ w,}. So ~ has uncountably many equivalence classes and 91[ has only countably 
many. This is expressed in L <°' by the sentence Q-'xy (~ Exy)  which is true in ~ bat 
false in 92. On the other hand. P~[ and ~ cannot be distinguished within ti,.e 
language L'. Indeed ?i <~.,, ~ as we now smw.  
Lemnm 3.1. Let a~ . . . .  , a,. b be distinct members  o f  B with a, . . . . .  a. C= A .  Then 
there are 09, elements b,. (a" ~ ~o,) o f  A and  a), automorph isms f., (ce ~ ~o,) o f  ~ sach 
that for each a ~ o9:, f~b = b. and  La, = a, (i = !. 2 . . . . .  n). 
Proof. If b ~ A, then let tim b~ 's be an enumerat ion of length ~o, of those elements 
of ~3 that are E-equivalent  o b but different from any a, and from b. Then let fo 
interchange b and b, wMle keeping everyth ing else fixed. 
In tl:e case where b ff A let the b~ enumerate the elements of some equivalence 
class contained in A to which none o~' the a/ belong. Let f ,  be a I-1 function such 
that f , (a )=a for each a not equivalent o b~ or b, f , (b )=b, ,  f , [{d :dEb}]= 
{b, : c¢ ~ o9,}, and f [{b,  : o~ ~ o9~}] = {d : dEb}.  This gives 3.1. IS] 
The proof that ?I <L,, 2~ is by induction on L' formulas. We consider only the case 
where ~, is Qx(thxv,  • • • v~.) and for all a, a . . . . . .  a~ E A ,  
?l ~ ~baa, o . . a~ iff ~ ~ ~aa~ . . . a~. 
Now fix a~ . . . . .  a,,. Clearly, if ?t ~ ?a,  • - • a,, then ~ t = ?a , .  •. a,. On the other hand 
if ~ N ?a,  • • " a,. then for some b C B, ~ ~ ~Oba, • •. a,, and so 
~l=$] ) , (b ) f~(a , ) . . . f , (a , , )  for each o~Ea,,,  i.e.. for each ~ in ~ we have 
~.  &]~. (b )a , . . .  a, where ~, is as in 3.1 and f,, (b) ~ A. The induction hypothesis 
gives .~l ~ Of,, (b )m ." " a,, for each a. ~ ~o,. Hence ?~ ,~ ~a~ .. • a,,. 
"/'he structures ~1[ and ~ were used by Kiesler in a personal communicat ion to 
show |hat Craig's interpolation theorem does not general ize to L'. He considers the 
valid impScation o-,--', or: where o'~ is 
"E  is an equivNence relat ion" ,x Ox(Rx)  A VX By  Vz  [[x Ey  ^ Ry]  A 
A[xEz  a RZ --~ y ~: ::]], 
and o-~. is [Vx3y IxEy  ,xSy]] - - -~Qx(Sx) .  Suppose ~r is our interpolant, i.e., 
suppose ~ er~--* o" and != ~;~--, (r, and rcr = {E}. Since o-, is satisfied in some 
expansion of ~,  v'~ have ~ P ~. So ~[ ~ o- since ?1[ <~, 93. But no expansion of 91 
satisfies cry, co::~rad~c,ing N o -~ o-> Ttms Craig's interpolation theorem fails for L ~. 
Note that k ~ does provide an interpolm~t, say Qxy(--n Exy) .  Whether  or not the 
interpolation theorem holds in L <~ ia open. 
We have seen tha~. I~,,, is not strong enough to express "uncountably many E 
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equivalence c lasses'  ia the type {E}, But modulo a reduct, this is done by the 
sentence cq (ment;~med above) in the type {E, R}. We next describe a sente, ce 
cr ~ L~,, and a model  of set theory in which there is no sentence p ~ L?,,, equivalent 
up to relativised reduct to or, i.e,, there is no p ~ [,~,,, such that Mode, o ° --- 
(Mod,~, o IR ) I  to'. It is an open question if the existen-e of such a sentence ~" is 
provable in Zermol  Fraenkel  set theory. 
First note that if ?1 is a partially ordered structure, then ?l >,,~, Q2xy(x = x) iff 
]~l ] > ~:01, ~,7~[ =,.,, Q2xy(x <-2 y V y < X) iff ~1 has an uncountable branch, 
~lV%,O~'xy(:;~y A y /x )  iff ?l has an uncourtable  antichain. Thus there is a 
sentence cr ,-L:,,, su-'h that ~ t= o- .,ff ?~ is a Souslin tree. 
(We do not require a Souslin tree to be well found but one can show that if there 
is a Souslin tree in o,tr sense the.~ there is one which is weJ! founded.) 
By [17] there is a model M of Z 7C having no Souslin tree. By [8] there is an 
N ~ M which is also a mod~:l of ZFC but has a Sous?in tree. Moreover,  the 
construction in [8] is such that a~ in the sense of M is ~o, in the sense of N. 
We now argue that il, N there is no O E L ~ SUCh that Mod o" =(Mod p t R)  [ r for 
some R and r. i~or suppose there is such a p ,R,  and r. Since o" has a model in N, so 
does p. By [I0] there is a complete and correct axiomatization for the validities of L' 
in ZFC.  By "ar i thmatiz ing" the proofs in the usual way, we see that -~ 9 is valid i~: 
M just in case it is valid in N. Hence ts has a model Pl in M. Since M C N we have 
Pl ~ N. Moreover,  a straightforwar~.t induction on formulas ~ of L ~ .shows that 
?t P. ,p[z] in the sense of N iff 2 lb  4,[z] in the sense of M (for the quantifier O use 
the fact that ~o, is the same for M and N). Hence ?I ~ O in N, and so PI t= o" in h/t. 
Thus some reduct of ~I is a Soulsin tree in N. But then this reduct of ~)i[ is a Souslin 
tree in M (again using the fact that M and N have the sar.ae ~0,) contradicting our 
choice of M. 
In Section 13 we show, that under certain set theoretic assumptions, that ~ is not 
equivalent up to relativized reduct (in the sense described above) to any O ~- L'. As 
we remarked before, we do not know if this is true in ZFC.  
Note that in each of the above examples, cr is a sentet-,ce of L 2. Another  open 
problem is whether or not O "*~ is stronger than Q" for n > 2. We do not know of an 
example of a sentence O of L 3 such that for every sentence cr of L 2 of the same type, 
Mod or# Mod p. 
4. Another quantifier 
Extend L (the first order language) by adding a new quantifier O~~. We vr i te  
?J D ~ Q"'xy,p to mean that there are sets X, Y C l~I ! such that cX = c Y = ~¢ an :t for 
all a ~ X an:l b E Y we have ~J ,~ ~(a, b). The resulting language we call t], '~. 
More germrally for each fini.te sequence n~ . . . .  , nk of positive integers on~ ca~:~ 
introduce a quantif ier O ~' ' ' '~ where 
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O"' ...... kX ,~ ' "X j , , ,  " 'Xk , " 'Xk ,~q 
has the K interpretation "there are sets X, . . . . .  X~ each of po~, e~' ~- such that for 
all a~, ~ • • • a,,,, ~ X~, . . . ,  a~ • • • a~,~  Xk we have 
~(al.~ • • • a~,,,~ . . . . .  a~,~, . . . , ak.,~ ) " .  
This gives us the language L~ ........ ~. 
Clearly L" '  is at ~east as expressive as L' since i~ y does n¢~t occur in q, the~'~ 
~Oxq~ ~-~O~'~xy¢.  We next show that L ~'' is more exwessive tlmn L'. 
We claim that if ~ is a tree structure then ~t ~,~., Q" ~x e [x < y v y < .~ ] iff 9I has an 
uncountzbte chain. For suppose X. T C t~t  and cX--:  cY  = ~ and for all a E X 
and b ~. Y either a < b or b < a. if neither X nor Y is a chaio then there are 
incomparable elements a,, a2 E X and incomparabie elements b~, bz ~ Y. We may 
suppose tha~ a, < b,. By the transitivity of < and the incomparabil ity of a~ and a~ 
we cannot have b, < az. Hence a2 < b,. But then a, and a: are comparable since 9~ 
is a tree. This contr~,dictiov~: establishes the claim. 
Now we describe two trees having the same L~, theory t ut only one of which has 
branches of uncountable length. 
Let ~t = (<~,2, C ), the full binary to~ tree (where <'~2 = I.-J~..:~,~2). 
Let .~l' = (<~,2 U ~,2,',2, C ,  f)  where f is ternaI3' and {or each a, b ~_ '~:2 and each 
proper-initial segment c of a, f (a ,  b ,c )  is the least d C b such that for all c '+  c c we 
have f (a ,  b, c ' )  ~ d. So with a, b given, f provides an order preserving map on the 
branch with max point a onto the branch with max point b. 
Now let ~ '<2t '  with c t~ ' t  = to. In view of a well k::mwn elementary chain 
argument we can supl: :se that whenever c is a non-maximal member  of I~ ' i  and 
d~]? l ' [  and d_Cc, then d~]~"t .  90' is of the form (B ' ,R ,  ~ ,g)  where every 
element of R is the max point of a chain of some fixed order type y. Since each 
member  of B ' -  R is ~ related to some member  of R,  no chain ia B 'has  order type 
> y. Note that (B ' -R ,  C )< ,~[ (since P~ is definable in ~2I'). 
Now let ~ = (<'2, g ). We have (B ' -  R, C_I ) C ~.  It is not ditficult to see that if 
b , , . . . ,b ,  ~ B ' -R  arid a ~ '2  then there is an automorphism on ~q keeping 
l~ . . . . . .  b, fixed and mapping a onto some b ~ B'.  Hence if b~ . . . . .  b, ~/3 '  and 
a ~ "2 and ~ I = ~. b ,  • • • b ,a ,  then ?l t =- g, b,  • • • b~b. So by Tarski's lest for eleraentary 
substructure (of. [18]) we. have (B ' -  R, _C ) < ~.  Hence 2l ~ 9~, 
We ciaim ~hat for eaci~ ~ G L' there is a tb ~ L such d~at PtD,~, ~: ~-~& and 
D~, q~ <-* ~[*. The proof ~s by induction on g,, The only case that ~eed be considered 
is ~0 = Ox~ where ~ ~ L. St~ppose 9~ D~, Qx~(x ,  a ,  . . . . .  a,).  Let 
Z={b : ~I~ ~,(b, a~ . . . . .  a,)}, 
W={c:c~a~ for some i~}U<~2.  
Clearly cW= to. Hence there is a b ~Z-  W such that ?ID ~(b,a~ . . . . .  a,). 
Conversely, if ?I > ~(b, a, . . . . .  a , )  for some b ~ ~9; then ~t ~=,o, Qx~(x, z, . . . . .  a, ), 
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since for each b ~! V/, {here are ¢o~ aut,m'~otphisms of ~[ such fl~at each maps a, 0:o a, 
( i=  1,2 . . . . .  t~) and no two agree on b. Hence ? [>~,O.xg(x ,a~, . . . , c~, )  iff 
~.~:[ ,~(b, a, . . . . .  a , )  for some b ~ W. Furthermore the same is true of ~.  
It is easily seen that W is definable in both 9[ and ~'~ by the same formula 
3(x ,x  . . . . . .  x , )  in L. Hence ')I~,,,,v~<--~Bx ¢~ t, ~) and 5~ ~ ¢ ~>'.:3 g ((3 ^  ~). Thus 
for every ~ ~ L' there is a ~,0 ~ L such ~hat ?'t b~:,,,, 9: <-" ~i~ and 93 ~ ¢ ~ O. Since 
~)I ~ ~ this gives ~l ~:~ (LL,) and '2~ ~ ~;~(L.I,;,) since there is no uncountable chain in 
2~ whereas there is one i,.~ ~t. 
As yet we know of no o- (_= L" ~ such mat for some ~< and all p ~ L ~ and all R, r we 
have Mod~cr / (Mod,  p)[ R I t .  
L~ ~ is certainly not more expressive ~ban L'- for it is easy to modify the first 
example of Section 3 (the one involving a single equivalence relation) to obtain a 
proof that within the theory of a s'ng~e equivalence relation L '-' is not strong 
enouga to say that there are ~ n~any ~quivalence classes. 
Mm eover, if we introduce par  ng and unpairing functions then we can define 
Q~'~ by Q-" as follows. Let p be a new bir~ary function symbol and q~ and q2 new 
unary function symbol,~. Let 3~ be Vxy [q~(p(x,y) )  = x . , ,q~(p(x ,y ) )= y]. Then 
clearly 
~,---', [Q~ ~y,p ~-~Q2xy[9~q,(x)~tz(y) a q , (x )  7/: q~(y) ,x q~(x) / q.,(y )]]. 
Similarly, pairing and unpair ing functions enable us to define Q", ...... ~ by O~, ...... ". 
This reduction allow ~, us to generaiize the compacmess results of Sections 9, 12 and 
14 to the languages L"' ....... ~. 
We suspect hat there are structures 2l and ~2.a nd cardinals ~ such that ~2i -= ~(L,~) 
but ?I ~ ~(L~;~). However, we have not been able to find such structures. Stating the 
question more generally, we would like to know the hierarchy of e~:pressive power 
of the L ~' ..... ~. 
5. Yet another quantifier 
A quantifier that arises naturally when studying Q~'~ is Q'~ where Q#xyq~ has the 
~:-interpretation "there is a set X of power ~< such that for all x ~ X and all y E J~ 
(where ~" is the complement of X)  we have q~xy. Unl ike the languages discussed in 
previous ections, the language L ~ obtained from the first order predicate calculus 
by allowing quantification by Q* is not compact in any infinite interpretation, aswe 
next show. 
Let ~2I = (K, < ,  0, ]') where c(f -~ (a) )  --= K for all a ~. K, and f (a )< a for ~ fi 0. To 
obtain such an f take functmns p, q~, q~ wb~re p : K x ~ -~~ K, q~(p(~,/3))  = c~ and 
q:(p(~, f i ))=/3. Define f (~)= ql(c~) if q~(c~).-z a and f (a )= 0 otherwise. 
Let cr be a conjunct ion of the following sentences: 
"< is a linear ordering with 0 the first e lement" 
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'¢x -10y[y  <x  l 
VX [ [x# O-'~f(x) < .r] A Qy [f(y) ~ X]] 
- ' ,O 'xy[ f (x )# y ^ x¢0] .  
The last conjunct says that any large set closed under f contains 0. We have used 
the quantifier O since it is easily defined in terms of G". 
Now let r={c¢O,  f (c )#O,  #(c ) /O ,  f f f ( c ) /O  . . . .  } and let ,~?=FU{o'}. 
Clearly, every finite subset of X has as a model some expansion of Pl. On the other 
hand ~ has no model. For if ~ is a model then 
{b : 93 ~ b# 0 ^ f (b )  ~ c} U {c'~,fe(c~'),f~f:'(c 'a) . . . .  } 
is a set tff power x that is closed under fe  and does Aot contain 0, an impossibility. 
Hence E is finitely satisfiable but has no model. 
6, Incompaetaess in the x-interpretation ~,¢len cf K = w. 
As was shown, b~ Keisler in [11], L' is countably compact in the x interpretation 
whenever K is a singular strong limit cardinal. Le., it' V C~ L', and cV = o2, and every 
finite subset of X has a model in the K interFretation (~¢ a singular strong limit 
cardinal) then E has a ~odel  in the ~ interpretation. We show that this is not the 
case for k" if n t> 2. 
Lemma 6.1. There is a formula ¢(w)~ L ~ s~'ch theft for any singular ~¢ 
(a) Mod~ 3wgr ;#0;  
(b) if 9AD~[a!  and if cofinatity K = A, then (B ,< ~IB) is a a-l ike ordering, 
where B ={b~lg l I :b<* J  a}. 
Proof. Let ~(w) be a conjunction of the following for:nalas: 
(1) "< is a K-like ordering of the universe"; 
(2) Vxyz [q,(p(x, y, z))  ~- x A qz(p(x, y, Z) )~ y ^ q_~(p(x, y, Z) )~ Z]; 
(3) 0(w)^Vu [u < w--->~o(u)]. 
Here O(w) is O2rs~ and # is 
[[q~r < w] A [q2r ~ q~s --~ q:r ~ q,s] A [q3r < q:rl]. 
Sappose that 9[ V=. (1) ,, (2). We first show that 
(*) 9[h O[a] ill" K is cofinal with B, where B = {b :b <'~ a}. 
The right hand side of (*) means there is a function f: B --~ 1 91 1 such that for all 
b 'E Ig  I there is a b <'aa with b '<~f(b) .  
Suppose ?[ ~ (1) A (2) A O[a), say X is a x-powered 2-cube for ~. Then X is of the 
form {p(a~.~,a2.,,a3.~):te-~K} where for each a</3<~¢ we have at.,~<"~a, 
a2,~ = a2.e implies a~., = re.e, and a~., <~ a., .... For each b <"~ a define 
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f (b )= {[ : : '  othe'rwise.ifb=a' . .. 
Clearly or' is a function on {b : b <,a a} into ~l~[! since for all e, ~ we have a .... <"~ a 
and, a.,.,,=a.,,~ implies a~ =a~.~. Let Y=:Y:for~,, some b<"a ,  d<"~f(b)}. 
Clearly Y 22 {a~, : e E K} since for all o C K, a~.,, <~* ae .... Hence c Y--  ,~ and so 
1~If = Y since ?1[ is g-like. Hence ,< is cot~nal with B. 
Now suppose K is cofinal with B and ~,)~ g,,, (t) A (2). Let (a~, : b < 'a )  be a cofinal 
sequence. Let X = {p(b, ab, d} : b <~ a and d <"~ a~}. Clearly cX = ~c and X is a 
2-cube for ~:. Hence ?l f%0[a}. This completes the proof of (*) 
To prove (a) of t}'~e lemma we let ?! = (,¢, ~ ,  p, c~,, 4~, 4~) where p :~¢, ,--+ K and 
the c~'s are the corresponding coordi,,ate functions and a = c¢,~¢ < ,¢. Clearly 
?I # ,  (1)^ (2). That ?l N,¢ (3) [2~] is immediate from (*). Hence 9[ >,  q: [).]. 
To prove (b) we let 21[1=,~#[a], where ~ is cofinal with 2.., and A < ~. By (*) wc 
know that cB ~ ),. By the minimMity of a (imposed by (3)11 there is no a * <'~* a such 
that c{b : b <,a a *} I> a.. Her re B is ,~-~ike. 
This concludes the pro( f of the lemma. [] 
Theorem 6,2. IrA = cfK then L "~ is not A-compact in ~he ~ interpretation, i.e., there 
is a V C L 2 such that 
(i) c_ v = ;t, 
(ii) Mod~ 2, # 0 for every finite subset E' C E, 
(iii) Mod, .}~ = 0.  
P roo f .  First ~uppose that ~ Ls singular. Let 
v : {~0(c)}to/c'< c}U{c° < ca < c ' :~  ~.8  ~ a} 
where ~ is tl-,e formula constructed in 6.1. Clearly cE = )t and it follows easily from 
Lemma 6.l that Mod, E ' /0  for every finite yubset E 'CX.  Moreover, if 
~)1 ~_ Mod, V then c{b : b <'a(c')~} > 2t contradicting Lemma 6.1 (b); hence (iii) 
holds. 
If ~¢ is regular, i.e., if ~¢ = cf~¢. then it is clearly enough to take .~ = 
{c,, < c :oe E ~¢}--n Qx [x < c). This completes the proof of Theorem 6.2. [] 
Lemma 6.3. I f  cf• = a~ and 9[~,~[a] ,  then (B,.<'~r B) has order type to, where 
B = {b : b <,a a}. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 6.l (b). [] 
Using Lernma 6.3 we can now proceed in the usual way to prove that V:~ (the set 
of L "~ sentences that are valid in the • interpretation) is not axiomatizab!e when t~ is 
cofinal with ~o, 
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Let cr be an L sentence in prenex normal form. Let r/ be a vnary formula wflh 
only w free where w does not occur in or. By the relativization of o" to rt, written or" 
we mean 
o" if o- is atomic, 
3x[n(x )^4, ]  if cr is ~txg,, 
Vx [n(x)-~¢'t  i~ o- is Vx~,. 
If cr is an L formula ~ot in prenex normal form we take for (r '~ the sentence cr~ 
where or, is a prenex normal form formula logically equivalent to cr and obtained 
canonically from cr. 
Let p be a conjunction of the following sentences 
Vx (0 < x'), 
Vxy [(x < ~") ^  (x < y -o x '  <~ y)], 
Vxy [(x + 0 = x)  ^  (x + y') = (x + y)g], 
Vxy [(x. 0 : 0) ^  (x .  y') = x + (x y))]. 
From Lemma 6.3 it follows that f,.~r any .~ cofinal with ,o, and any first order 
sentence o- of type {0, + . , - /} ,  
(N ,+, . ,0 , ' ) ,~c"  iff ~=~¢(c)^o . . . . .  . 
If V;, is recursively enumerable then so is Th(N  +, - ,0 , ' )  contrary to the G6dct 
incompleteness theorem. Hence we have 
Theorem 6.4. I f  ~¢ is cofinal with o.,, then V~ is not axiomatizab~e. 
7. A two cardinal theorem for cardinals far apart 
Let R be an n-ary relation symbol. Extending the definition given by Vaught 
[20 i, we say that a structure 9t has two cardinai type (K,A) if cP[= K and 
~ ~-, --~ O"x~, .. . . . .  x , - lR.  Note tb?t the definition is made with respect to a fixed 
relatio:~ symbol ,~ a~thovgh ao explicit mention of R is made in the notatiov.. A 
theor J X C L admits (K, A ) if there is a structure Pl of 2-cardinal L:pe (K, A) such that 
Pf ~ Mod~S. 
Notice that our two cardinal type (,~, A +) corresponds to Vaught's type (~, A ) when 
R is l-ary ¢r-':d n~'~ to the t}pe (~, A)~ Vaught's definition is notationatly less 
convenient for our purposes. 
The main theorem of this section is the following ge~eralizalion of Corollary 4.2 
in [201 .
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Theorem 7.i.. Let  v C L. SuPFose tha ~, fi~r each r < ~o there is a v > cX + ~ such that 
X admit,a 2-cardinal  O,pe (bt, v) where i.~ > 2Z Then for every ~ > a > c v + oo wi~h ;~ 
reguhm £ admits  the 2-cardinal  O,pe (~¢,,~ ). 
Our pzoof relies heavily o~ the milowiag: 
Theorem (Erd6s and Rado [21). (f cA >(2 ;y  and A ~' ' ' '= U{P,, :c~ @ v}, then 
there is some ~ U. v and  some X such that cX  = v + and X"~C P,.,. 
We break up the proof into two lemmas following several definitions. 
Let ~ C L and let < be a binary rel: tion symbol ~_ tX. Let p be a sentence of L 
saying that < is a l inear ordering. 
Given a k-placed term rx0""  xk ,  and a permutation p of k we denote by o-,p 
the sentence 
[[ ! Vx, , ' . .x~. ,  , j~ , x~, ,~<xp, ,~, , - . r (x , , . "x~_ , )~-~g.~(x , , ' . . x~_ , )  A 
] A [ A {&.~, (x,,,," ' • x~k~ ,d :~ g,,, (xo'"  • x~ ,) : q is a permutation of k }] . 
Noti." that the second half of rr,.~, says that g,.p is symmetric, By or, we mean 
)~ A ~r..~, :p is a permutat i 'm of k}. 
which says that the range of r is contained in the union of the ranges of the g's. 
With X as above lec X,~ be the Skok.m normal form for satisfiability of tim 
deductive closure of X U{p}U{m:r~ tX} where the g,.p's are chosen so that 
g, .~,=g, .p  implies ( r ,p )=( r ' ,p ' )  and g~.pfft-  v. Define Z~,=(X . )o  and Z ~'= 
U ..... W,,. Notice that X" has the following properties: 
(i) M_od X = (Mod V*) [ t~2. 
(ii) X ~' is a universal set of sentences. 
(iii) If v.* ~ o- and to" ~ tX* then some Skoiem normal form for satisfiability of cr 
belongs to X*. 
Let ~ = {c~ : c~ ~ K} be a set of constant symbols disjoint from tX* such that 
c,,¢c~, for a ~/3  E ~¢. 
Let ~ = {c~ < c~ : oe ~E/3 C n}. We write, c,, < c v when oe -C/3 ~ K. 
We say that a set of terms is Mlowabh: if it has the form 
{gc; . . . . .  c; ,, c'~.~ . . . .  c ' , . , . , ,  : i  < n} 
where n -C to, .~v '~"g is symmetric", each c '~  g, and 
(i) c" < c',., iff c'~.< c'~+,.,, and c'~.,< c~ iff c',÷~,i < c/ for  all i < n -- 1. and all r < k, 
i~{k  . . . . .  k +~-  1}. 
(ii) For every j E {k . . . . .  k + l -  1} and every 0< ~ ~-~ I -  t either 
(a) c;.s < e; .~,  < c',,, < c'~.~, <. . .  < c,L, . ,  < c,~-~,**:, or 
(b) c;.~ < ci. ,  < " "  < c,: . , . ,  < c ; ,> ,  < e',., . ,  < . . .  < ca ,.~ . 
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With R a fixed n-ary relat;on symbol of X we define F to be all semences of the 
form rr(R, 'to . . . . .  r,,_~), where cr(R, ro . . . . .  r,,_,) is 
V z, -~z~ v V {--1 R~o~,,~...rv~,_,: p is a permutat ion of n} 
~<j<n 
where {~'0 . . . . .  ~'._~} is an al lowable set. 
Notice that if 9l ~ ~r(R, r,, . . . . .  r , , , )  then the r,'s are no~ distinct members  of any 
n-cube for R. 
Now let O=Z*UA t JF .  
Say that t/t is an (R, h)-block if whene'~er PI[ is a Sk,-dem model ~ff */" then R ~' has 
vo n-cube of power 3.. 
Lemma 7.2. Let  ~ >h >c2 +o9. Also assume :ha; h is regular. Then 12 is an 
( R,  A )-block. 
Proof. Let ?t be a Skolem model  of .(L Let X C_ 9~ with cX = 3.. We show that X is 
not an n-cube fer R 'a  We break up the proof into several steps, each yielding a 
3.-powered subset of X. Th,: iast subset will contain eiements ~,~,,. . ., r~'~ , such that 
{to . . . . .  r,, ,} is al low£ te. Since 9t ~= o(R ,  r . . . . . . .  :r,, ~I is follows that X is not an 
n-cube for R ~ 
(1) There is an X~, = {(go, 0 . . . . . .  :,.a _,) ~ : a' ~_ X } C X such t:3at g"~ is symmetric, 
(gc,,.o . . . . .  c,,,,-~) ~ / (gc~,o . . . . .  c~,~, _,)~ if a / ~6~, and for each a < 3. and each i < j < 
h, c2,, 7-  c~a: Since 3. > cX + ~o, and A is regular, there must be some h and some 
h-ary ~:erm 7- and constant symbols c,., such that {('rc.,.o . . . . .  c,~.,,-,)':' : a E h } G X 
and (~'c~,.~ . . . . .  c,.~,-~)~'/(rc~.o . . . .  c~.h_,) ~'~ if ~ / /3 .  Clearly we can assume that for 
each i < j < h - 1 and each ~ ~ A we have c~].~ # c~.j. Since ?;[ ~ o-,, 
{(rc .......... co ,,_,)'~ : c~ ~ a} c 
C={(g,.,c,~.o . . . . .  c,~,h-~)s~: a' E ~, p a permuation of h}. 
So one of the g,.z, satisfies the condit ions of (1). 
For each z ~ X0 choose or:e set {c, . . . . . . .  c ....... ,} such that (gc,.o . . . . .  c,~.h-,) ~ = z. 
As a notational convenience we identify Xo with {{c,~.o . . . . .  c~..__,} : ~ E 3.}. 
(2) Fbere is an X: = {{do . . . . .  & - ,  d~,k . . . . .  d~,.~_~} : a ~ 3.} C Xo such that for 
each i </.:. d~ < d,,,k~ iff d, < d;,.~+ and d~ > d,,~., iff & > d~.~ ,~ for all a,, ¢~ ~ 3.. 
Moreover,  d , .~/d~ .... r a~d d.,.~+~/d, for all a </3  < A and all j < / '<  L Let k 
be the largest number m such that there are m constant symbols Jo , . . . ,  d,,_~ such 
that {d . . . . . . .  d,, ,} is a st~bsequence of A many members  of Xo, say 
x l  = {{d . . . . . .  : '~_ , ,d :~ . . . . .  d;.~:.~ ,} :~ ~a}.  
c{d2, . j  :a  ~Z}= 3. since k is maximal. Hence there is some Xi 'CX~ where 
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all a < F < A, j < j '<  l, a~.d i < k, Write d2~ ~- d~.~ if !(or all i < I, d, < d2~ iff 
d, < d'~;,~. The ..... " is a partition of {d[i.~ : a' ~:=_ A} into k 4- ! parts, an~ so o~e part, 
call it Z, has cardinality A Let 
X",'= {{d, . . . . . .  &-  ~, d2.k . . . . .  d£,;_, ,} : d..~ ~ Z}  
:= {{d . . . . . . .  & ,, d'[$ . . . . . . .  d'j[ ~,., ,}: a, c a}. 
Now partition X';' with respec~ to the pc ;iliop, of d[('~ ~ ~. Continuing for t iterations 
gives the set X,. 
(3) There is a A-powered subset X: C X,, 
X- - -  {{e . . . . . . .  e~ .,, e . . . . . . . . .  eo.~ :_ ,}:a ~ a} 
such that whenever k ~< j < j '  <~ k + l -  1, then either 
(a) e, ,  < e..,. < eo.~ < e~,.j, for all a ~" 8 .... A, or 
(b) e,., < e~. r for all ~Y, ;3 ~ A. 
Let j*  C {k . . . . .  k + l - 1} and suppose that the conclusion of (3) holds for X '  _C X, 
whenever  k ~ j  <] '<  j*. Let ]'~ be fine max j < ]* such that there is a X powered 
subset X'~ C X" such that whene ~er 
{e . . . . . . .  e~ ,,e,.~ . . . . .  e,,.,.~ , ] ,¢X7.  and 
then e.., < e,~.,.. If 1'* = .t'* - t, then clearly the conclusion of (3) holds whenever 
k ~ j~<j '<~j~.  taking X~ for X~,. Now we consider the r.emaining alternative 
j~' < j* -  1. There is a subsequence (c~e.. : y ~ A) of A s~ch that for each y < 8 < A 
we have e,,,~.~ < e~..,. < e,,~,~-,: For having chosen a,  for y < 8 we let aa be the 
least ~. such that sup{c,,~.~.: 7 ~ 8}< e,~,,~., Let 
X~ = {{e . . . . . . .  e~ ,, <,..~ . . . . .  e.,.~,._,} : 1, e A}. 
Notice that X '/satisfies (2) and (b) whenever k ~< j ~< ]"<~ ]*. Induction on j'° gives 
X: as needed. 
The proof of 7.2 is completed by noting that any {r0 . . . . .  r,, ~}C X_. is an 
allowable set. tf this set has n elements thm~ ~.~l D o-(R, r~ . . . . . .  r,,-d and so X~_ is not 
an n-ct.~be for R:'~; thus neither is X as was to be shown. 
Lemma 7.3. S,ppose  that .for each r ~ ~o there is a v > cV  + ~o such that  V .  admi ts  
two card ina l  type (#, v) wherc ,a > 2;. Then ~ has a model,  
Proof. By the compactness tl~eorem of L it is enough to prove that every finite 
subset f2' of ~ has a model. If not then there is a finite conjunction cr of members 
of v'~' and a finite subset ~A' of zl and a finite subset F'  of F such that 
cr,~ A z~'--', --] A £". 
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By enlarging a '  if necessary we may assume that eacl, c occurr ing in F '  occurs" in 
,.4'. Replac ing distinct c 's  by distinct var iables gives 
[ 1 cr~VXo, ..,xr_, A x ,<x/ - -~ V ~m,(x , ,  . . . . .  x, d • 
L. i< i<r  k <m 
We also assume that if i < j and x, replaces G and  ~ replaces ca, then ~ </3. 
Let ~I ~ Mod Z such that ')[ has two cardinal  type (~, v) with ~L ~ (2~ 0L  Expa,-.-i 
~i to a model  ~ of V '~ so that <'~'~ is a well order i~g of q3 of type ~t. For each k < m 
let 
F,  .= {{a~, . . . . .  a~ ,}: ~ ~ --n G, (a~ . . . . . .  a~-:) and a,, <" .  •. <"~ a, ~}. 
{Po, P~ . . . . .  Po,_~} is a part i t ion of 12:[ I~'~. Hence,  by the Erdgs  Rado  theorem,  there is 
an X g [~[ ! with cX  = v + and X (~ C P[[~ for some u. Note  that the order  type of X 
with respect to <'~' has an initiaI segment  of order  type v +. 
Wi thout  loss of general i ty and in order  to simplify our  notat ion we take i~[  = ~* 
and X =: r, +. Rec- l l  that o-,, is of the form rr(R, ro . . . . .  r , ,-0 where for some fixed 
g, r, = gc~,...., c'~-,, c',.k . . . . .  c',.~_~. Let do < • • • < d,_~ be an enumerat ion  of the c 's  
occurr ing in o-,. Then given ceo< a~<. . .  < a,_~, each oe~ ~.'k;  we have 
¢~ I= --n <, (ao . . . . .  o _,). 
For  each q ~ o2 and each ordinal  a define % by induct ion on ,~ as follows: 
q0 = 1 
q~+~=q~+q 
q~ = 3' + q for ~/ a limit ordinal .  
In what foEows, the operat icns  ® and ® are ord inal  addit ion and mult ip l icat ion 
respectively. 
For  each h <k  let /%, = v®((h  + 1) -m) .  
For  each p < l and each a E v we define an e lement  &,k+p of X as follows: 
Case 1: If c;.k < c;, then &.~ = i~. If p is the least j such that c;  < c&.~, then 
8 ...... , ,=/3~®1o.  
Case 2: I~ c,: < c,'-u=.~-, < c;.~+,, < cd+,, then 
3~,~,= fl,, @[v®p]@p if3 l~. 
Cruse 3: If cd < c&a, , - ,<  C&k+,, < Cl.a+e , < Cd*,, then 
Now let d. = (~ . . . . . . .  fi~ , .  &., . . . . .  &.~+,_,), and let g, = g'~'a~. We now show that 
the set Z = {g~: a ~ v} is a , , -powered n -cube  for R e . 
Let no< a~ < • . .  < a,_,. Lef 8o< ' ' • < &~-~ where 
{& : i < m}= {8~ : j  < k} O{&=~,~,j: i < n, j < i}. 
Since each & ~ X we h~ve ~ D --1 ~r, [& . . . . .  & ,]. This meats  that g,, , /g~, if i < j  
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and that R"~?; . . . . . . . .  g .... . Thus Z is a v-powered n-cube for R ~'. But this 
contradicts our choice of '~ as a sm~cture of two cardina~ eype (lz, v). Hence our 
assumption that ~Q has no model is untenable. This concludes the proof of 7.3. 
theorem 7.1 follows i:nmediately from Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3. [~1 
Remark.  We can extend our definition -~ff two cardinal type as follows: 71 is ,ff two 
cardinal lype (~:, A) with respect o the set of relations {R, : a -C p} if c I?[I = s~ and 
for each a ~ p~ ?! b~ --~ O".,x,,...x,,. ~R,~ (where R° i:s n~,-a:'y). Theorern 7.1 and its 
proof generalize easily to the new definition (for # ~ ~¢). 
8o Reduction to L 
Now we consider a normal form for L" theories (a~t ~ e0) ai,mg the lines of the 
Skolem normal form for satisfiabitity of first order theories, 
A sentence cr is universal if ~r is Vx,Vxe . ' .Vxoch  for some quantifier free 
formula d~. 
Theorem 8.1. Far each X GL"  (n ~o) )  there is a FCL"  such that Mod~Z = 
(Mod~ F)[ tS a~,d every o" ~ I" is either universal, or of the [o~m -'nQ"x,~... x._~R 
where R is atomic, or is the sentence Q"x,,. . . x,, ~ (xo~ x~). 
In 1he proof we restrict our attention to the case n = 2. The other cases are 
hand led  similarly. 
g;'.efine P'-xyO to be -n 02xy -n ~). 
The quantifier degree of prenex ~zornaal form formula is defined inductively as 
follows: 
(i) d(q0 = 0 if 0 is quantif ier free, 
(ii) d(Vxq0 = d(?xtb) = d(~t~) + t, 
(iii) d(Q2xy~) ~ d(P'-xyqJ) = d(0)  + 3. 
Let y be Vxy [q~p(x,y)= x A q:p(x ,y)  = y]. In the list below, eack numbered 
sentence ~r is fol lowed by a finite set F of sentences such that Mod,~ = 
(Mod (F U {y})) [ to" providing tb.at p, qT, q~, c, f. and R do not occur in cr. Moreover,  
no sentence in F has as iarge a quantif ier degree as o', and F contains at most one 
sentence not in L, eithel Q'~xy (x ~ x) or a sentence of the form --1 Q2xyR. 
(1) 3x4, 
~(c) 
(2) w 3y~O 
Vx4, (x,f(x)) 
(3) Vx Vyq~ 
Vz~, (q,(z ), q:(z)) 
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(4) Q2xyq* 
Vx Vy6 (f(x), f (y))  
Vx Vy (f(x) ~ f (y)  ~ x = y) 
(32xy (k ~ x) 
(5) Wxy~ 
Vxy ( -n  ,b--, R)  
Q2xy R xy 
(6) VX O:yzO 
Vx Vy Vzqoq(x, y)f(x, z ) 
Vx Vy Vz i f (x,  y)  ~ f (x ,  z ) -~  y ~ z ) 
O~xy(x ~ x) 
(7) Vx Wyz¢O 
Vx Vw [[4'xqt(f(x, w))qa(f(x, w))] a [q,f(x, w) ~ q2f(x, w)]] 
Vx Vy [[q~x --~ q,y A q:x¢- q2y ,'~ [Vz [[q,f(qJx), z )¢  q~x] v 
v [q:f(qjx),  z )¢  q~y]]]] ~ Rxy] 
--I (~2xy R x3, 
In cases (1) through (6) it is easy to see that 
Mud cr = (Mud (F U {y})) l to-. 
Hence we consider only case (7). 
Suppose ?i" .~  A t' A y. Let X = {(a. b,,) : a' ~ ~} where b,, / b~, when a ~ fi E K. 
We want to show that for some a. !3 ~ ~, ~a, bo. b~. Since ?:i g--~ ~ O'~xyR, there are 
a % ~* ~ K such that ~I ,L- --n Rp(a, b,,~),p(a, b~ O. From ¢he second member  of F. 
taking x = p(a, b,~.) and y = p(a, b~.), we get 7l ~=,, 3z [q, f(a, z) 
b~. A qif(a, z) ~ b~.]. Using this z for the w and a for the x in the first member  of I" 
gives Oa, b~., b~- as needed. 
Now suppose ?[ D, VxP"yz0. We define an expansica ~ = (9:[,fi p, q,, q2, R)  
which is a model of the F given in (7) as follows. Choose p, q,, q2 so as to satisfy y. 
Let f : 21 ?-~I-~ I?! I so that for every a., 
{(q, f(a, d), q._f(a, d)) : d @ i etl} = {(r, s) : ?t ~ O(a, ,; s)}. 
Now define R(u, v) iff for some a, bz, be we have 
u = p(a, b,), v = p(a. b:), 
(u ,v ) J (q , f (a ,d ) ,qe f (a ,  ff)), for all d. 
Clearly the first two members of F are true in 93. Suppose X is a ,: powered 2-cube 
in R. So X has tb.e ~orm {p(a,b , , ) :aEK} where b~/b~ if c~ ~/3E~: .  Since 
?[ I=,, Vx PZyzO there are ~ *. i?* C ~.~ such that oe* / /3"  and 9l 1 = q,a, b,., b~.. Hence 
there is a d such .at (q, fia, d) .q J (a ,  d))= (b~., b~.). So by the definition of 
R, -nRp(a ,  b,,.),p(a, b~. ) -  contradiction. Hence ~he third member  of F is also 
true in ~.  So in all cases N~,:d o - :  (Mod(FU{y})~t , r .  
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Now let X c- L z. By iterating the r,'d'~ctions given above we obtain for each o- ~ s 
a finite set of seateaces ; ,  such flint ~.J{~], : cr ~E E} sa~isSes the conclusion of 6.1. 
The reductions are made in such a way tha.~ (.~I~,,- to-~) f-(tF,.. - go-.,) = 0 whenever 
Theorem 8.2. Let E GL"  (n <{o) and let cE ~.  Suppose O"x~. . .x ,  
(x, ~ x~}¢5 v. 771e~, there is a 3 C L" s~ch &at c ,3=cZ+~o,  Mod,,E = 
(Mod~k)[ tV,  and et,ery member of .A is ,,mirersal except .for the two sentences 
Q".x, " " • .~,, (x, '~ xO and --n O"x~ . • • x,,R. Similorly [or Z C i_2 :'~' except ghat the subset 
of z1 of r~on universal sentences is {Qr(x ~: x ) /U lmO"x , - ' '  x,,R, :0< n < a~}. 
Proof. Again we consider only ;he case n = 2, the o~her cases being similar. Let f" 
be as in lhe conclusion of 8. I. L :t S ~ tF. For each sentence --n Q~xyR ~ F choose a 
new unary function symbol fR Obtai~ ~ from F by deleting all sentences of the 
form - -10"xyR and adding atl sentences 
Vxy [(f~ (x)=f,~ (y)--+x ~, y) A (Rxy--~ Sf~xf.~y)] 
and the sentence --7 Q"xyS. 
Clearly, ~)1 ~ Mod~,~ :,-'~, 9[ I t v -~ Mod~Z. 
Cou~ ersely, suppose ~l ~ Mod, X. Let g : {R : --70"-xyR E S} × 1'21 I--> I gl [. Let 
fR(a) =g(R ,a ) .  Now define S={@.t , ) . j , (b ) ) :x ,a , .  and -~ ,O:xyREX}.  ~t is 
easy to see that (~!. S,]'~),..~, ~ Mod 2~. wilere I = {R : "-~O=xyR ~ v}. 
9. The weakly compact interpretation 
In this section we consider compactness properties, transfer results, and ax- 
iomatizability for L ' '  in the weakly compact interpretation. 
Theorem 9.1. Let X C L ..... with cX < ~ altd gt-weakly compacr. Suppose that every 
finite subset of s has a model in the t.t-interpretation. 71zen ~ has a model in the K 
interpretation for any regular K > cX + w. 
From 9.1 we obtain immediately 
Corollary 9.2. Let V,. be the set of L ' '° sentences that are valid tatder the u 
interpretation. If z, is weakly compact and A is regular, then V~ C V~. Therefore, i[ s is 
also weakly compact, then ~ = "~. 
We now begin the proof of 9.1 using an argument much like the one used to 
prove 7.! but somewi~at simpler. We assume throughout hat ~ is ~egular and 
>cX" -~- oa. 
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By Theorem 8.2 it is enough to obtain the conclusion for sets X of the form 
N'  U {Qx (x ~ x)} O {--, O"xo . . . . .  x , -~R,  : 0 < n < co} where X'  C L. 
Using Z '  instead of the X of Section 7 obtain ~'~ as in that sect ion Let q~ and a 
be as in Section 7. 
By an allowable set of terms we mean a set of the form 
{gc; . . . . .  c~- l,c[a . . . . .  c[k .... ,: i < n} 
where 2" /="g  is symmetric",  each c '@ ~, and 
c~<- . .<  ~ <c~.~ Co, k.v-i C -~ . '< ' ' '<  ' < ' ' '<C~_~.~ <' ' '<C,~_1  k+l--, 
Note that this definition is more restrictive than the definition of an al lowable set 
given in Section 7, and this simplifies the present proof. 
Let 
F = {cr(R,,ro . . . . .  r,,-0 : n ~ co and (to . . . . .  ~',,-,) is an al lowable sequenc~}. 
Let O=X~UA UK 
As in Section 7 the proof consists in showing that ~'2 has a model  and is a K-blolck 
for each R.. 
Lemma 9.3. 0 is a K-block [or R,. 
Proof. Let ~[ be a Skolem model of £2 and let X C!~?t[I with cX  = K. Since K is 
regular and >cX + co we can argue as in Section 7 that there is an X, C X of the 
form 
{(gdo . . . . . . . .  d~.., I)"~ : ~ E ,~} 
where g':~ is symmetric, each cL,~ ~ ~,, and 
(~:&,, . . . .  & .... ,),:1 / ,gcl~.o . . . . .  do .... ,?' 
when oc</3<K,  and d~.~/-d~.j for each a '~K and i< j<m.  Denote 
gd,.. . . . . .  d,.,,,~ by -r,,. For the remainder of the proof we do not distinguish 
between 7~ and ~-~. If some c'  occurs in K many of the r,~ we let c~, denote ttle least 
such c'. Let X~_ = {~ : c;  occur:; in r~ }. If some c" /c ;  occurs in K many members of 
X: we let c[ denote the leas.* such c" and take X3= {r~:c ,  '  and c[ occur in r,}. 
Contim6ng, we finally get X~,, = {~% : ct', . . . . .  c2-, occur in ~'.,} where c;  < . .  • < c[_, 
and no other c occurs in K many members of X~,,, 
By the symmetry of g we may assume that each r, E h\* ,  has the form 
gc ;  . . . . .  c ;_ , .  c,;~ . . . . . .  c.'~ ,,.., 
where c,[k < "- " < c,~' k~-,. For no c~ do we have K many c~j < c.,, since otherwise 
we woukl have some c K {c; . . . . .  cg_~} occurring in ~:-many members of .'g~, by the 
regularity of K. Hence there is an oe~ for each i < m such that 
C[ ~. "< C t t t ,,, ,~,.k < C~.k . l - t  < < < " ' '  C~l.k text. k *1- I • 
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This gives an al lowabie sequence (r,,, : i  < n) for each n E (o. Hence 
~r(R:,r~ . . . . . .  r~,, ,) E O for each n, and so is ~rue i~'~ 5)1. Thus X is not an n-cube for 
R,  as we needed to show. 
Lemma 9.4, P. has a model.  
Proof. If ,(2 has no model,  then arguing as in "~ " , .o ,  we ge~ 
o'~ ~ Vx  . . . . . .  x ..... [ ,  <~-:~ 3.-, ~ .~---> V~, .,~ --1 o'a (x . . . . . . .  -'¢,-0], 
where cr is a finite conjunction of memt _rs of X'~', each o',, E I .  and wherever x, 
replaces c~ and x, replaces ce and i < j we hay_ ~ < 13. 
Let P! E Mod cr with c ]~I I = x and ?i[ ?-- m Q"x . . . . . . .  x.. ,R~ for each R,, occurring 
in V, ..... o-,,. For each h < r~ k t  
= {fb-~ o , - . . ,  b - ,} :bo<"'  . . . .  <'°*b, T. P,, 
~t > -7 ,r,, [ b0 . . . . .  b, ~1, 
c~, [bo . . . . .  b,-,] 1 . A 
i "< h ) 
Then {g, : h < m } is a partition of I?I !~*~. Since K is weakly compact there is some 
h* < m and some X of power K such that X ~'~C_ g, . .  
Recall  that .rh. has the forrn cr(R..ro . . . . .  r._,) where r, 
gco" ,k--~c~,~ "" c,.~.+-t,g is symmetric, and 
c ;< c',+, < c;.~-~ < c:,~..,., <: c' , , , .~. ,< c',<,~ . , . ,  
for each j<k- i , i<n- t ,h<l - l .  Nowforeach j<k  choose ana jEXsuch  
that ae< 'a ' ' '  <~"ak-.  For each ~ E K and each p < t choose a~,k.~, E X so that 
whenever  c~ < [3 < K and p < q < l we have ak-~ <"* a~,k+~, <"~ a~,,~ .q <~' ao,~. Let 
g,. = g"'a . . . . . . .  a~ .... a,,.~ . . . . .  a . ,~ .  ... Since ~t ~ --n m,.[bo . . . . .  £--,] whenever 
l,o . . . . .  b._~ E X and bo < ,a. . .  < .a b,-~, it follows that R'~.g . . . . . . .  g.. , providing 
a, : /a ,  whenever i / j. 
Hence {g, : a, E ~ } is a ~-powered n-cube for R ~., contradicting our choice of ?/. 
Thus our assumption that ~ has no model  is false. This concludes the proof of 9.4. 
Clearly, 9.3 and 9.4 together constitute a proof of 9.1. 
Theorem 9.5. I f  K is weak ly  compact,  then V~ is recuri~ively enumerable. 
Proof, Implicit in the statement of the theorem is a fixe ~ ~otmtab!e similarity type. 
Let ~-r be of this type. With {--7 o'} as v and c g = K form g~ a~ before. By Lemmas 
9,3 and 9,4, cr E ~ iff -1 cr is not satisfiable iff some conjunction -~f a finite subset ,vf 
g~ t~as no mode l  Let ~,, be the set of all finite conjunctions of members of ~2. 
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Let t be a type having countably many constant symbols and for each n ~ ~o 
countably many n-ary relation symbols and ~,-ary function symbols. Say thin two 
sentences, o-~ and or,., have the same form if there is a l -1 function h on tcr~ onto to': 
such that or2 is the result of replacing each symbol s occurring in tcr, by h (s). Let 
g~*~ = {m : tm C ,  and there is a o'~ E ~,, such that o-~ and ~:r~ have the same form}. 
It is easy to see that there is a recursive function F (x ,y )  such that for each 
~, ~ * = {F(o`, n) : n ~ ~o } (assuming a convenient "G6detizat ion" of the neccessary 
languages and ide,~tifying sentences with their G~,del numbers). Let G enumer, te 
lhe validities of type t in L. Define 
for if for some o-, i , j we have n = 2~3'Y and G( i )  = -~F(o' , j ) .  
H (n)  [ Vx (x ~x)  otherwise. 
Clearly, H is a recursive numerator  of ~,~ and so V. is recursively enmaerable as 
claimed. 
In other words, V~ is axiomatizable if ~: is weakly compact. However, we do ~ot 
a~ yet have a "reasonable" axiomatization. 
Remark. Unwinding the proo~ of 9.I we obtain in ZFC at~ ,,xpIicit definition of a 
recursively enumerable set X saeh that 
ZFCb -= ' 'X -  V~ if K is weakly eompac:".  
In contrast to this, results of Mitchel! [13] imply that there is no set Y of [.' 
sentences that is absolute and ZFC > "Y  = V~,,:', where V~o, is the set of sentences 
of L' that are vat{d in the ~o_, interpretation. 
I0. An axiomatic system for L <~° 
in the next sections we show, that under appropriate set theoretic assumptions 
L .... is a well behaved language. 
<>~ is ~he following combinatorial  pKnciple: There exias a family of sets 
g,~C~ such that for every subset X CK, the set {n ice<K,  XNa =S,}  is 
stationary in K. (Statio~ary in K means "intersecting every closed unbounded ~et".) 
Jensen defined o~ [9] and pro~cd that if V = L then o,  holds for every regular K. In 
fact his proof shows that if K is regular and V = L[A ] where A C_ K, then o~. Jensen 
showed also that oo,, implies 2"' = Ra and "there is a Souslm tree on w~". 
The main results of this sectio~ and the next section are that under o,,,,, L .... is ~o 
compact and a:..iamatizabte. 
For every resut~ oroved we shal indicate whether <>~, is used or not. For the cases 
in which it is used fix a sequence of sets {S,,} ....... for which the condition in o~, 
holds. 
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We first describe our argmnent in general terms. 'We introduce a set of axioms in 
t .  ..... which are valid m every structure under the ~o, interpretation. Given a 
court ' ;hie theory r CL  <~° we expand T in an effective way to a theory ~r, 
(i*ltrc;ducing new relations). This expansion is do~e in the following manaer: for 
each formula 6 we define a sentence g,o effectively and then 7" is defined as 
T tO {9~ t 0 is a subformula of a form'.~la of T}. 
7" will have the following properties: 
(i) Every strt, cture in the 1 mguage of T can be expanded to a model of T' - 7L 
(ii) T has a model in the ,.h interpretation if and only if no contradiction can be 
derived from the axioms an ~ T'. 
~o compactness follows immedia:eIy from (i) and (ii) since the proofs it~ our 
axiomatic system are finitary and it T does not have a model a contradiction can be 
derived from S' where S is a finite subset of T. Applying (ii) to S yields that S does 
not have a model in the {o, interpretation. 
Axiomatizabil ity follows similarly, since if ? is valid in the ~o, interpretation, a 
contradiction can be derived from {--~ ~}'. Since {-7 ~}' is a finite set, effectively 
given in terms of ? i* follows that the validities are recursively enumerable., i.e., 
axiomatizable. In fact it follows that if ? is valid then {~#}'---+ ~p is provable. 
We are now ready to de.ine the set of axioms. Several of the axioms for Q~ are 
taken from Keisler [t0] who gives credit for their discovery to Craig and Fuhrken. 
The axioms are al! formulas of one of the following forms: 
(I) Vx, . . . x , ( ? - *q , )~. (Q"x , . . . x , , ,#- - ,Q"x , . . . x , , ! . , )  
(1[) O"x , ' "x ,~x~" 'X , ,  ^- 'nO"y , . ' ' y , , ,~hy , " -y , , -+  
--~ 3y , ' "y ,~[ - -~#xy~'"y . ,  A A y i /  y., A 
k 
where (;~)" is ail vectors of n distinct variable; picked from x and y. 
( l l I)  Qx(x  ~ x), 
(IV) " - 'nOx(x ~ y, v x ~ y~ v " .  v x ~- y,), 
(V) Qy 3x,# - , -axQyv  v Qx "2~ y~#, 
(VI) Qx(?  v d , ) - '  Qx¢ v Qxq,, 
(VIi) This set of axioms is the ~:Jost difficult to describe. The reader who 
would like to get the intuitive reasons for introducing this kind of axiom shauld 
read the next section first. 
Given a sequence of formulas 0 , . . .  0, such that the free variables of 0. are 
y~, x'~-., x ~,,,,, x~" "*. x',,,+,~., where the _,..',and y' are all distinct and ;n, = 1 (so that 
XI |+t  i+ l  , , • - .x  ..... , are common to 0~ and 0~+0, let pz~ .z~ where k >2 be a fmmula 
such that z, is distinct from all the xl and y'. Then we define by induct:on a 
sequm:ce of formulas 
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y, z j  " " z~_~x'~'~i " " x~,~t., for l <~ l <~ k. 
Let 7oZ1" ' 'Zk -~Za be the formula: 
[ 1 A zk /z i  A A z~/z~--~ A ..~,.-t 
O<i,j<k 
where z is (z~ . . . . .  za-~). Now ),~ is: 
--n Oy" -n Vx'~' . . .  x2,.,[O,,--~ -1Oy "-I - lVx[ ' - ' . . .  x ;:,~ !,[0,..., . . . . . .  
--~ -nOy '  - ,  Vzk [O ,y 'x l - *  ~. ,oz, . . .  z~ ] ] . . .  ]. 
Given y ,Z~' ' 'Zk -*  then yz+~ is: 
-~Oy" ~VxT ' "  x~,°[O,, ~ --Qy"-' ~Vx' , ' - ' . . .  x2,-.',[O,,-,~" "~ 
~Oy'-,Vz~,[O,y'xl-- ~' ,z , " .  z~ ,]]... 1. 
Note thane yk has i~st x~ ' * ' . . .  x,%~'., as free var i:~bles. Let ~b" be the for~nula: 
Qy" 3x? . . .xT , , . [O ,  A Oy"- '  ~x; ' - * - - -  x2,~!,[0,_, a " -  ,x Qy '  3XI~,] - '  "]. 
Axiom VH is any f ~rmula of the type 
"),~, a 4s~-'~ C)~zm • " " zka~z~ " • • za 
when k ~ 2. 
Note that y, are symmetric with respect ~o z~. • • za-~. Our  sole justification for 
this highly unwieldy and anperspicaous group of axioms is tha~ we use them in 
Froving the main th*-:orem and they are valid. Of course we shall be happy if some- 
one sugge,~,ts simpler principles from which these exioms can be derived. Moreover 
we did not check our axioms for inciependence and it might well be that some of 
them are redundant.  
The rules of inference in our axiomatic system are as usual: modus ponens, 
generalization, ar~J interchange of bound variables. We assume tlr.at th~ ordfl]ary 
axioms of first order predicate calculus are included even though they were not 
menti,'~ned xpficitly. Whereas [10., Lemma 1.3] is trivial (for L'), we need a titt!e 
argument o prove the following analog. 
Len~a I0.1 (without Q,,). Ever) '  ax iom is va l id  in every s~rucmre under  the ~¢ 
interpm~giot~ prov ided  ~ is regular. 
Proof. It is a tf ivi~ observation for axioms of type (I), (III), (iV) and (Vt). Axiom 
(II) means that if there is a large cube for ,~ but no large m cube for ¢~ then we can 
find a large cube re-- ~ in which there are m elements for which "-~ ~b holds. (Of 
cou~"se any large n c~be will do.) (V) just means that K is regular, tf there are 
many y's  for which there exists an x, then either one x is good for ~ many y's  or we 
must allow ~¢ many x 's .  The only axiom schema who~e validity is not obvious is 
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(VI I ) .  G iven  a smlcmre  7I of  cardi.qa!ity ~<, h~ which y; and ~/J ho lds,  for a given 
ass igmnent  to the  free variacfies, we want  to show that there  is a k cube  of  
card ina l i ty  ~¢ for ~. We def ine by induct ion  on c~ < K a sequence  of e lements  of tht  
mode l  x . . . . . . .  x . . . . .  such tt, av {x~ : ce < K} is a f,: cube for ~ and a k - t cube  for yt 
for  every  1 ~< i ~ k - i. We assume titat x,, has been  def ined for  each fi < e, and  
def ine  x,,. E.ach ?,~ for 1>0 starts  wLh the quant i f ier  "-nOy '~, so for every  
x, . . . . . . .  x . . . .  let A ~,, . . . .  x . . . .  be the  set 
{y" ] - ,Vx? . . .  x :,,[0,,- . . . . . . .  , ~.,, ,1 . .  } 
where  z~. . .  z~ ~ are ass igned x~,, • •. x,,~ , respect ive ly .  By the induct ion  hypothes is  
cA[: ~ x . . . .  <~.  Hence  if we def ine  A ,= U~_~ I ! . z ,  .° . . -  _o ,..,~,<,>~;/. " ' x~ ,, then by the  
regularity' of  .~, cA~ < K. S ince O holds (reca:l that 4' is 
Oy"[3x!,'...x2,,,[O,, AOy ' ' -~ . . . ] ) ,  there  exists y" ~!? [ l -  A ,  and x ; ' . . , . . :~ ,  such 
that [0,, A Or" ' . . .} .  By the  def in i t ion of A~, {x~}~ .... forms a k - l cube  for each ot 
the formulas :  
[0,, --, -1Qy . . . . . .  ~ Vx? . . . . .  x :,.' ,[0, ,~  . . . .  --+. y,_ ,1 . ' .  ] 
(1 ~ i ,~- k)  when y" and x~ . . . . .  x',:,° are ass igned the values ment ioned  before .  
S ince 0,, ho lds  and  z~ - • • zk -~ does  not  appear  in 0,,, {x~}m~, fo rms a k - l cube for 
-nQy "~ -nVx? - ' . . .  x : : , i ' , [0 , , - , .~ ' '  --> y~ ~]. 
Hence .  if we def ine A~,~,, . . . .  x,,, to be the set:  
{y" '  I - ,Vx ; ' ' . - .  x :,:',[0.~, . . . .  - - '  T-,}"'" } 
where  z~. . . zk . ,  are ass igned the  values xo , . . ,  yo~ ,. L ike be fore ,  cA~, ,  . . . .  x . . . .  
< K and so 
is of cardinal i ty <K.  Sin,;e Qy"-'Bx'U""x?,,:i~,[O,, ,^ ' "}  holds for y" and 
xt ' "  • x:'~., pick y° - '  ~ 19[! -  A2 and x? '  . . . . .  x;:,.', such that 
I0° ,  ~ Ov °--"... [0,,_..-.. ]l 
holds.  Aga in  the def in i t ion of A 2 and of  y"-~, x'~'~ . . . . .  a ;L!,, impl ies  that {x~ }, .... is 
a k - ! cube  for the  fo rmula  
[0,, ,---~ --n Oy" - ' . . -  [--, T, ,]1" " " 
for the g iven y ' ,  x'~'.. • x~,., y " - ' ,  x~'-', . . . .  x.",:~,. S ince z, • • • z~ , does  not  appear  in 
0 .... and  0,,.. ho lds  for the given var iables,  {x¢,}~.. fo rms a k - t cube  for: 
QY" -"" ' " [ - '  T,--] " " " • 
Push ing  this const ruct ion  by induct ion  we end  up with a sequence  of  e lements  
y", x~ ' , . . . ,  x 'L,,, y " - '  . . . . .  x ;;,: ! . . . . . .  y ', x~ 
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such that {x0}o<. is a k - I cut~e for y,_,, 1 ~ 1 ~< k where z ~-~, is fixed as x). Define 
x~ = x~. The fact that the ir~duction hypothesis is preserved follows from tile fact 
that y~ ~s symmetric in the free variabies. The fact that {x~}t~° is a k cube for q> 
follows from the fact that 3,,, holds for every assignment of values from {x~ }~.  
Corollary 10.2. Every theorem is valid in the ~ interpretation, provided n is regular. 
Proo[. The rules of inference preserve validily a~d ~he axioms are valid by Lemma 
I0.1. []  
"The following two lemmas are proved just as in tl'~c first order predicate calculus. 
Lemma 10.3 (Deduction Theorem). We can derive the sentence 0 from the sentence 
q~ if and only if 4~ -o O is a eheorem. (In symbols 0 k ~ iff F 0 - ,  &) 
Lemma 10.t. Let ~p(c) be derivable from some set of sentences in which the constant 
c does not a2pear. Then Vx~(x)  is derivable f 'om the same set of sentences. 
Let Ox, . . .  x. be a formula ill L <~, ~.~ (where k ~ n) is die foUowing formula: 
Vx~," .x ,  Vx~. . .x~ A R~(x, .x~,  . . . . .  x~)A A x , /x~- -~Ox~. . .x , ,  A 
A {Qkx~."  x~x, ' "  "x, --~ GxR)(x ,  x~., . . . . .  x , ) j j  
where R o k is a new n - k + 1 relation symbol different for different 0':; a)~d k 's. ~ 
claims that for a given xk., . . . . .  x,, R,~ is a k cube for Ox, . . .x~ xk~, '"x,~ and if 
there is a large cube then R ~ is large. (Otherwise R ) might be empty.) It is clear thai 
every structure which has 0 in its type but not R)  can be expanded to structure in 
which (~) holds. Let ~, = Ak~,~0). Our  remarks how that if ~ ~, --~ 0 for some ~!, 
nod R~, does not appear ir~ ~.~ for all k. then ~ 0. In particular ~ 0 if ~.+ --~ 0 is 
provable and ~ is regu)ar. 
As t)sual, we say thai a theory T in L ~°' is consistent if no contradiction can be 
derived from T and the axioms. 
Leml~;~ ~0o5 (without Q,).  Let 7" be a theoly in L ":'°. Let 
T' = L~'U {¢0 [0 is ,subformula of a formula ill T}, 
whele no R ~ appears in 7" Let ~; be regular. Then 
(i) every structure in tile gype of T can be expanded to a structure in which T' - T 
holds in the ~ interor~ ~tion. 
(ii) if T has a model in the x interpmfatio~ hen T' is consis~enL 
Proof. (i) is trivial. (ii) Assume that T has a modei a~d we cm~ get a contradiction 
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{rom 0~ -. • 0,, C T and ¢.,,.,,. • • ~'. ~. 13 3 the deduction theorem and by the fact tha~ the 
axioms of first order predicate calculus are included in our axiomatic system we get 
By (i) expand the model  of Y to a model of 7 "~ :: T. Hence by Corollary 10.2 and 
,&,,, • • • ~%,,, C T ' -  T we get that V;' ~ -'1 O, ho,ds i~ ~he modei, which contradicts its 
being a model ot T 
The main theo~em of the ~,ext section is that under Q,, the converse of (ii) holds 
trader the a~ interpretation. 
11. The Main Theorem for the ~o~ imerpretation 
Let O be a subset of the power set of i',"l !. Satisfaction in (?[, 0 )  ;or formulae of 
L .... is defined by fl~duction on the structure of the formula. The only step which is 
different frcm~ the usual truth definition is: (?[, O)~ Q~'x,,.. • xk ~ ~#[x] iff there is a 
set X~ (2) such that for every sequence of distinct elements an . . . . .  a~:-,~ X, 
(?I, O)~ p[ z'('~:;::~: ,')]. We say that (?L Q)  is a weak structure if all the axioms 
a gone, a .,zanon of the notion found (t)-(VI I )  hold. Our  notion of weak structure is ,2 ~ - l" ' 
in Keisler [I0]. 
A standard structure for the ~-interpreta: ion is a weak structure, in which O is 
the set of all subsets of the domain of 3[ of cardinality K. 
Definilion (Henkin [6]). Let 25 be a set of sentences of L <" and C a set of constant 
symbols. C. is called a set of witnesses for v if whenever 9xp(x)E  X, there exists 
c ~--C such that ~e(c)U 25. 
The following lemma is proved just like the analogous theorem for the first order 
predicate calculus, in Henkin [6]. We use L~mma t0.4. 
Lemma 11.1. Let V be a consistent set of  sentences in L <~ and C a set of  cow, slant 
symbols, such that C N t v = (! and cC  = cE + ~o. Then 25 has a max imal  consistent 
extension x ,  such that c v '  = cS  + ~o, t S '  = t v tO C, and C is a set of  witnesses for 25'. 
Lemma 11.2. Let v be a cou~tabie max imal  consistent heory in L""  and C a 
countable set of  witnesses for v.  Then v has a weak model  in which every e/ement is 
the interpretation of  some constant symbol  
Proof. The structure 3t is defined as usual to have its domain composed of all 
constar* symbols in X, (where we identify the constants c, and c_, if and only if 
c~ ~ ,.,. ~ v) .  The relations are defined by: 
(c~. . . c , , )ER  iff Rc~."c , ,~S,  
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and the functions are defiqezl by 
f ( c , . "c , )=c  iff f ( c , . . . c , , ) -~c~X.  
To make Pl into a weak structure we have to define the family O of subsets of the 
domain of ~d. We will use the fac~ thv.I each axiom is a member  of v since X is 
maximal. Let ~, be a sentence in X of the form: O"x ,  • • " x, ,q~x, • • .  x,.. We are going 
to define a subset of ?~, A~,, that is an n cube for 4~. We must make certain thai A ,  is 
not an l cube for a formula px,  • • • x~ where --7 O~x, • • xtpx~ • • • x~ if_ X .  
So let {~,~}~ ..... be an enumerat ion of all sentences of Z of the form: 
" - '1Q~X~ " " " Xt~piX~ " ° " X 0 
We define A ,  to be the range of a sequence cf elements of C (hence of ?I), 
c .  c2 . . . . .  The c, are defined by indt, ction as follows: 
Ax iom II for ~,b and po reads: 
Q'=x," "  x ,d t  a -~ ~"y , ' "  y~,poy ,  " " y~,'-->" 
" "  y;,, [--I p,O', "" • y~, ^  A y i# y, ^ "-"> ~ y i 
L 
The axiom belongs ~o ~, and by assumption so does the antece,!ent. Hence 
::ty~ "" " y~o [ ' -qpoy , ' '  " y~,A  A y ,# Yi ^ 
k i .'G, 
a (?"x ,  - . . x,, ~x~ " " xo ^ A :.~,t ~ 22. 
Since C is a set of witnesses for S we get c,. c: . . . . .  c,,, such that 
- ,  poc ,•  " • c~ ~ V --1 c, ~ c ~ .~' for i / / ,  
D eft n e 
Apply the same const>~c;ion for p, and ~/, and get c~., . . . .  ,ca.~, such that 
" -~p,c~, , .  • • c~,,~, ~ X and ¢ , , . . . .  c~,,, is an n cube for 6. Continuing the induction 
we get A.,. = {c~ [ 1 ~ i ~: ~}. O is defined as {A, !Q"x , - - .  x,,6 ~'. X}. By induction 
on the structure of the formula ¢ we can show Ihat (k~I ,O)D~c, - . .G  iff 
~c , " "  c,, E X. Hence (?[  O)  is a weak model of Z~ L] 
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Corol lary 1 i.3. A cottnmble theory of k '" '  has a countable weak model if cud only 
(( it is consistem. 
Definition. (el, Q)  is an L <'° submodel of (~ ,0 ' )  if ?~[C~ and for every 
,~ . . -a , ,E~[  and ~C-_L <~ we have (?{,O)>~pa," 'a , ,  iff (~,Q ' )D~a~. ' .a , .  
(~2.~, Q' )  is called an k <~'' extension of (?i, O }. 
Lemma 11.4. Let {(?l,. O,,)} ....... be a I./'" ch~mz of countable weak structures, where 
y is countable. Then there is a O, such thin (U.<~ ?L, 0 . )  ix an L "'° extension of 
each (?l., 0,~). 
Proof. For each element of ?1 = U,~<,.')L introduce a new constant symbol c,. Let 
X be the set of all sentences in L ..... of the form Oc,, • • • c,,, such that for some .ge < Y, 
a~" • a. ~ ~i,,, and (9[°, O,,)} = qm~. •. a,~. E satisfies all the conditions in l emma 
11.2, where C = {c,, I a Ei ~)I}. Hence V has a weak model in ,~hich every element is 
the interpretation of c,= for some a E ?l. Let {?t. O , )  be such a model. A trivial 
argument shows that (91,~, O,,) is an L ..... substructure of (91,. O,.). [] 
Let 37 be a consistent set of sentences of L <'. A type for Z is a set of formulas in 
the language of v with a fixed set of free variables x~ - • • x,,. (Note that " type"  has 
three different meanings in this paper but it will always be clear from the context 
which we mean.) Without loss of generality we shall assume that a type for ~ is 
elways closed under finite conjm~ction and orovable implications. In particular 
when we give a type as a set of formulas, we actually mean the closure oi this set 
m'tder finite conjunctions and provable implications. 
A type 3- is realized in the weak model  (9[, Q)  if there are a, . . . . .  a,, E ?t such 
that for every ~0 E J~: 
(~t, O ) .~ ca ,  . . . a , , .  
The type ;)'- is omitted in ('~i, Q)  if it is not realized there. 
A type ,~7- is principle for v if there is a formula O(x, . . .  x,,) such that 
3x~. . .  x,~:(x~.., x,)  is consistent with v and for every ,# ~ 77 
: :  k w< . . . x , , [o (x , .  . . x , , )~  ¢(x ,  . . . x,,)]. 
P, will be called a generator for J .  
Lemma 11.5 (omitting types theorem). Let v be a countable consistent set of 
semences in L ..... and {3-~}~<,, a sequence of non-principle types for 37. Ther V has a 
cou,~tabte weak model (?I, O)  in which each 3. is omitted. 
The proof is a straight forwarc: general ization of t!:e same theorem for first order 
predicate calculus (see Henkin [7! or Keisler [10]) using Lemr  a 11.2. 
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Theorem 11.6 (The Main Theorem, o,,,,). Let  T be ~ countable set ~?" sentem:es in 
L <~ such that T '  is consi,.:tent. Then T has a (s tandard)  m, Je l  in ~he a~: 
imerpretation. 
Proof. The general outl ine of the proof follows Keisler [t0], even though there are 
essential differences due to the stronger expressive power of our languages. In 
p~rticular the application o~ tile omitting types theorem is ca~siderably more 
involved. 
We are going to define an elementary chain of weak models (?I,~. O,~) ......... each a 
cc,untable model of T'. Without loss of generality we may assume that the universe 
of every 91[,, is a countable subset of w~ and since every ?[~ is a proper extension of 
N,  for c~ < ,8 we may as well assume that c~ C universe of ,~L,. 
Since we must make certain that every unary relation R such that OxR(x)E 
Th<~(?l~) for some ~e will be ;ea~ly uncountable in the end we need to add a new 
element o R from time to time in our construction. That is ~he reason that we 
make the following definit;ons: 
Let E be ~he set: 
{(,~, O, a , . - .  ~°)I a < o~,, 0 ~ L <'°, tO C tT ' ,  0 of the form 
Oxx, • • • x,, and ce, < ~o, for I ~< i ~ s~}. 
Let f be a one to one function from u.,, onto E such that if ,8 >C and 
f(/3) = {a', 0, c¢, •. • a,,) then a, < '8 for 1 ~< i ~< n. 
f will be used when extending ?[~ to 71[~+~. If f( '8) = (ce, O. ~ . . .  ce,), then we add 
a new element to {x I Ox, a , . . .  a,,} in (?l~_.,, O~)  provided 
(?Ie, Oo)bQxOxa," 'oe~, .  (Note that ~, . . .a , ,  E 91~, since ~, </3.) 
Let (~[~,, O~,) be any cotmtable weak model of T'  (which exists by Coro'tary 1 1.3). 
For 3' a limit ordina], ~.*l, is U~<.  ?[~ and O, is any family ef subsets of ~1, 
whioh makes (?t ,  O, )  into an elementary extension of (?l~, O~) for each /3 < 7. vO, 
exists by Lemma 11.4. 
Given (~/o, O~) and f(/3) = (oe, 0, cn . . .  or,,), form the following theory Za C L <''. 
For every a E ?! e pick a constant symbol. We shall not distinguish between tile 
el?ment a and the constant symbol correspondiag ,*o it. Let c be a new constant 
symbol. Xe is defined as: 
T~(~I~,, O~ ) u { --7 c ~ a J ,~ ~ 9I~, } o {0  xO,a ' ,  . " . a°  ---, ~ca', . " a',, } 
u { -7 ¢c '8, . . .  ,8, I(el~,, 0 , )~ --7 ax ,px~, . . ,  y }. 
(Th(?[0, O~) is the seg of all L "° sentences true in (?I,~.Oe) when a '~ ~I o is 
interpreted as itself.) 
E~ is consistent. (E ,¢:i'y finite subset of it can be interpreted in (?I~. O~) by axiom 
(II).) Hence Xt~ has a weak model. Every weak model of Z~ can be converted to a 
L .... elementary extens!en of (?[a, O~). 
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In l~is process of t xte~dmg 9[, to ?l,~., we might, generate a large n cube for 
some 'ormula ~x~."x ,~ such that "qQ"x~' . ' x , ,¢x2"**x ,  E T'. in order to avoid 
this w,: will specify a set of non-principle ypes for XF. (9~e+,, O~+0 will then be a 
weak model of Z~ (and hence an elementary extension of (~l~3~ ()B)) which omits this 
given set of types. The set of types will ~e described later in this section and the 
proof that they are ~.on principle will be given in the next section. 
We shall fnish the proof by defining ~.~I .... i J,... ,,, ~[,, and showi~g that 91, a 
stmmard model in the m~ interpretation, is an L':" elementary extension of each 
(~l,,. O.), T < to,. when we redact to d3e type of T. Hence ~i[ is a standard model of T 
in the {o; interprelation, in provir,_g that "."t is an L <~ elementary extension of 
(s)l. O. )  we shall use the fact that the right kind of types were omitted when 
extending .~I~ to 9i'~,+, 
We now describe the types to be omit ted  Le, S be subset of the umverse of ?I~. 
The type .~~ is the following set of formulas 
{~va~ .- • a~, I -~ E L <'', aL • • " a,, E ~i;~ and for ail but finitely many 
a ~ S, ('.%. O~)~ 4"aa~'"" a,,}, 
'I'hc types we shall omit will be of the form .Y~ and we can omit them in ~i~.~ 
provided they are non principle for Xo. But J~  is also a type for v whenew:r 13 -<. -}' 
(since ~:[~ C ?l ~) and we would like {o omi~ it in all ?l~ whe~ever 6 > 13. Th.e trouble 
is that ~-~ may be non principle for V~ and principle for X, for some /3 < 3'. This 
happens when :Y~ is generated in E, by t~xcb~ • • • b,, where 0 is in the type of V~ but 
the constants b , . . "  b, are new elements introduced whiie extending ~t~ to ?i,. 
Let f(~/)= (6, p,p~ . . . . .  p~) and let Oxck  . . . . .  b ,  generate the type .~7s ~ in X.,. This 
• ,2/s the formula: means that for every ~x E ~,7;, 
V x [ Oxcb ,  . . . b,, - ,  ~x } 
is derivable from v .  
In finis derivation only finitely many formulas of the form c /e  or 
-m,~(c, d, . . . . .  d,) are used; s,) by the deduction theorem (Lemma 10.3), 
Th(~i ,  O~)F A c# e, A A --n ~,cd~, . . .  d',. A 
A [Qxpxp~. . .  p~ --~ pcp , . "  .p~, ] - ' ,  [Vx  [ (Oxcb , . . .  b,,) - ."  ~x 1]. 
Since c does not appear in Th(Pl,. O,),  by Lemma !0.4 we have 
Th(,.)t, Q , )FVy  [ A y# ~#~ ^ A -n ~#,yd': " • • d';, ,', 
,x [Oxpxp~ " " p~ --~ OYP, " " P~ ]--~ [Vx [ Oxyb~ " " • b ,  ~ ~ I I i.(; l.~3 
Since 
Th(Pl,, O,) l -  --n Qy[ V y ~: e, v V ~,yd', • • • di, l  (11.2) 
it follows easily from the axioms that: 
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Th(~[, O,)  F --70y --7 V ~ i Oxyb,~ . . . b ,  ^ [ Qzpzp ,  . . . p~ --* pyp ,  . . . t'k ] - -~ ¢~:x ]. (1 1.3) 
(Argue by contradiction, if (I 1.3) fail,~ use axiom (II) for the negation of (11.3) and 
(11.2) and get a 'V' which is a counter example to (1 l.t)). 
We can also argue in the opposite direction. Suppose (i |.3) holds for every 
~x E ,~  and that 0 is consistent with X,. E~ has a sentence ~hich says that c does 
not belcng to the set 
{y I ~ vx  I Oxyb. . .  b,, A {Oz0z~, ,  • " - p~ - "  pyp ,  • • " p~ 1 - -  ~x }}. 
Hence: 
g~ P V x [ Oxcb ,  " "  b ,  ^ [Qzpzp ,  " ".  p~ --~ pcp ,  " " p,, ]-~ ,Sx] (1 t.4) 
for every ~ in ,,-rt~ 
(11.4) immediately implies (since Qzpzp , . . .p , -+pcp~. . .p~ ~ X~): 
J£~ P Vx  [Oxcb ,  " " b ,  - - ,  £x}  
which means that 0 ger,~rates ;~T~. 
Let O'xyx , . . . x , , .~  denote the formula: 
Oxyx,  . .  • 9~, ^  [Qzpzx , , ,  • • • x , , , k  - *  pyx , ,~  • " • x°  .~ ]. 
it can be easily checked that the following are equivalent: 
(i) 3x Oxcb ,  • . .  b,, is consistent with v ~v,  
( i i )  Th(~[ : ,  ¢0..) ~- Qy  3.~: [O 'xy& . . . b ,p ;  . , . O~ }. 
Consider the set of formulas: 
8-~(o')  = { -1Qy m Vx [0 xyx ,  x,, .~ ~..~, u 
U{Oy 3xO'xyx ,  . .  . x, ,+~}. 
This set of ~ormulas forms a type (in x,.-" "x, ,k) for X~ wMch is realized in ?[~, "rod 
we want to orbit this type too.. so that ~o "¢` s does not become pri~~ch)le.. Of course we 
would like to omit fe/O'*st .j for e~,erv, formula 0'. However we might have exactly, the 
same trouble omitting ,.~ s (O ) as omitting J~. Whereas : .~(0 ) is noa princiNe for 
Z~, it may be principle for v fo: some later T, with generating formula 0:. Hence 
we want to omit the type: 
J~(O,. 0~.) = {mOy2 mVx, - . .  x , , [O :y" -x , . . . x . z , ' . ,  za -~ 
- ,  o ,  ' - - ,  Vx  [o ,xy 'x ,  . . . .~., --~ gx l l l  ~ ~ ::;~} 
U{O;.,"~x, • "" x , , [O .~y 'x , "  " x ,  ^ Oy'n  <0 xv 'x , " "  x,,]}. 
Pushing the argumem further we are led to detine a type J-~(0~ . . . . .  6,) where 
0~ • • • 0,, is a sequer, ca o| formulas of L <~ with constants for each a ¢ 9I~ such that 
the free variables of 0, are: 
y ix i  1 , , i i+ l  • )~ i+ l  
• X m,X  I " " - m,+l  
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::= . .J s (~""  &) is defined to be iite following type in x'~'".- . .x ..... 
[ -n Qy" -nVx~' . . -  Vx:;,,[O,, ~- -nQy .... -n Vx', . . . . . .  [0~ ,-->- • • 
• " " [O ,y 'x lx~" .  x~,,~ ~:~1111.. " i f~  s~} 
U toy"  ~x; ' . . "  x;;,,,[0~ AO', ..... ~x~' . . . . .  ] ] . . -} .  
The reader may notice {hat the formulas y~ introduced for descrF;)iug the axiom 
schema (VII) are of the same kin~.i {ha{ bclong to :)-s(¢L . . . . .  0,,), end the formula 
appearing on the right side of the un;on symbol is just the formula ~/~ introduced in 
describing axiom schema (VII). 
Lemma 11.7. Let  S be a subset o f  the ~.~niverse o f  ~{~ which is a k -cube  for some 
formula 9z~ " "" z~a~ . . • a,~ and suppose 
(9G, Q,~)~ -nO~z~ " "" z , ,~z~' .  " :,,a~ . .  . a~. 
7tT~en every type ¢7~(0~ . . -0, , ) ,  where 0 . . . . . . .  O~ is a sequence of  formulas  in 
L ~'° CI t (T ' )  with constants f rom ~l~, is n¢m pr incipleforX¢.  (We assume J-~(O~ • •. ,9,,) 
to be some non consistent ype i f  O~ •. • O~ does hog satisfy the condit ions imposed in ~he 
definition oj: :7~(0~. . .  0,,).) 
We postpone the proof of this lemma to the n::xt section. 
Lemma 11.8. Assume that each o f  the types /)T~(O,. . .  0,,) is omitted in (~[~. O.~) 
where t 3 < 7, then these lypes are non principle for Z, .  
The proof of this lemma will also be given in the next section. 
We are now ready to give the details of the proof of the main theorem. 
{S~} ....... is a fixed sequence of subsets of w~, whic_~l is a witness for O.,, : S~ C_ c 
and for every subset X of ca, the set {cei X A ~ = ~,,} is stationary in oa~. 
As we described before (?l~,, Oo) is any countaMe ~'ak  model for T'. (9:[,. O,), for 
v limit, is defined by: ~,~1, = !J~<,.?l~ and O, is any family of subsets of the domain 
of ',~t, uhich makes it into L ..... elementary extension of (~l¢3, O,~) for every ~ < % 
The induction assumption is that a C I~[, !C~ ,:o~. Since a' C 9:[~ we get So C 9l,~. 
Hence the ~ypes J . i . . (0~'- '  0,,) are well defined if 0~' "  0, are formulas in 
L ~:~ r-i t (T ' )  with constants in '.31,,. 
Let  
A~ = {7 [ Y "~/3, S, is a k cube for some formula 
Oz~ • " • z~at . . ,  a~ where a, . . . . .  at ~ ~,)1[~ and 
(~,, 0,)~ -nO~z~ " " z~Oz, . . ,  z~a, ' "  a ,} .  
The additional induction hypothesis that we make is tt~at atI of the type:; 
3:~,(0,.. • 0,,) for y ~ A~, T~ ,8 are omit'.ed in 91~. (Clearly his induction assump- 
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tion carries over to a limit stage, since the types realized at the limit stage are 
realized at some stage before.) 
So let (gA'~, O~) be given with the inductien assumptions and define (~Io+~, O~.,.,) as 
follows: 
Form X~ and let (?I¢.~, O~+1) be a countable weak model of X~ (which we can 
assume extends (?[e, O~)) which omits the types 
• 5'-.~(01.' • ~,,) for 3' ~ fi, 3, ~22 A~. 
Such a model exists by the omitting types theorem, since by Lemma 1 1.7 if/3 @ A~; 
the types ,Y - ° t0 - . .0 , )  are non principle. By the induction assnmation 
J-~,(0t. • • 0,) is not realized in (9[~, O¢), for 3' E A~, 2/< B. Hence, by Lemma 11.8, 
they are non-principle for Xo. The set of types we want to omit is countable since 
A~ C/3 is countable and we have just eountab!?' many sequences of formulas 
01-'" 0.. 
All the induction assumptions holds in (~[~1, C'~+l) a-~ can be easily verified. 
So (9[, O~) is defined for 7 < ~ol. 
Let ~[ = U . . . .  ~1[~ and O = All subsets of ~o~ o~ cardinatity ~o~. (Note tha' the 
domain of ~[ is ~ol.) (~", Q) is a standard model in th,' ~o~ interpretation and we claim 
that it is a model of T. This follows from: 
Lemma 11.9. (9[, Q)  is L <'~ exWns ion  o f  (9I,. Q, . )  for  every  ," < ooi (when we reduct  
both  s t ruct : t res  to the  type  o f  T ) .  
Proof. We prove by induction on the structure of t|,e formula ~, that for all V < w, 
and a l . ' .  a,, E .~t, 
( ? [ ,C ' , )~oa, . . .a ,  iff (~ i ,O)~qvm. . .a , ,  
The case of atomic formulas and the induction step for the Boolean connectives i
trivial. The case of the elementary quant!fiers uses tile fact that (~Ia. O,~) is an L <'~ 
extension of (~)l,, O,)  for ~3 > 3', the same way it is done in Tarski-Vaught [t8]. 
The only non-trivial case is where ~a, . . .  a.~ is 
Qkx j  • • • x j Jx l  " • • xka l  • " • a~. 
(a) Suppose (Pl, O,)N  Okx ,  • . .  xk4Jxl " . " xka ,  " "  a , .  In T '  we have the relation 
R¢ k, and the statement: 
I VX~I  " " " X . ,k  VX~ " " " Xk  e ,X ,Xk+i  " " " X~*k  A 
_ i 1 
A x~/x i  ..... ~x~'"x , ,+~]A A 
J 
i . j~k  
^ OkXt  " Xa@Xl  ° " X . ,~  ~,4X.xa ,X .o~l  " X~ . 
J 
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Sfl~.ce (?t,, Q~.) is a model of 'F' we ge~: 
('.)!,. O,  )~ OxR ~,xa, . " . a,,. 
We ciaim that in ~:[ the set E = {xi(~.~L Q)~ R~xa~. . .  a,,} is of cardinality w~. 
Clearly 
D = i,S ! t'(~S) =: <~, R~;xx , . . . x~.  ~.~, . . .  a, , ) .  -~ < ,.o,} 
is of cardinal:ty a),. (~ gets every value < ~o,.) For e,cery 3 ~ D, when we extended 
9l,s to P I~ we introduced a new member  of E (the interp;etat ion ot the c in .2'~), 
different from all old members of ?l~. Therefore E is of cardinality ~o, as claimed. 
Now we show that F is a k cube for q,x~ . . .x~ a,  • . .  a,, i~ 9[. For if b~ • • • b~ ~ E 
r , ,  c '  there is 7 < cS < w~ such that b , . "  b~ ~ ?l.~, (71::, Q,~)t = A,~=, R~.b~, a , . . .  a , .  ~m_e 
(~1~. O.~) is a model (2 r '  
(~l,,, O,,)~ = ~r.,b~.. b~a, . . .a , , .  
Hence by the induction assumption for ~1~. (? l .O)~ =~gb~. . .b~a~. . .a , , .  Thus we 
showed that E is a k cube in ?t for ~',x, - .. a~a, • .. a, of cardinality w~. Hence 
(~t,  O)~ Q~x,  . . . x~q~x~ . . . x~a~ . . . a,,. 
(b) St',ppose (9[. O)~- O.~x~ " ."  x~Ox, ' "  " x~a, . . "  a , .  Let B _C_ ~o~ = tmiverse of ~.~l 
be a k cube for 4~x, ' • • x~a, • • • a,, of cardfi~ali~y ~,,,. Define a set K C_ ,..o~ by 8 ~ K if 
apd only if 
(i) , /<  ~ < a , ,  
(it) If p ~ L'"',  a~ ." ' a~ @ ela, and if there is b in B such that for some n > & 
(91,,, O.,)D pba, . . .a , ,  then there is b in B (3 ~t~ such that (~[a, Oa)~ pna , . . ,  a,, 
(iii) The domain of ~21a is 8. 
Lemaxa 11.10. K i.; c losed  and  unbounded in ~o, 
Again we postpone the proof of this lemma to the next section. 
Let D = {,$ I B n ~ = S,~, a -: ~o~}. By %°, this set is stationary. Hence by Lemma 
lt .10 D n K/~1.  So le: ~ ~ I) c3 K. Let b be any element of B not in 9[a (B is of 
cardinality c,~, and the univer.,e of 9l.~ is countable). Let ~? be the first a such that 
b ~ '~1,,+~. V]e clair 1 that b realizes ~77]~ in (9[,,~, O,,+.~). For let ~:x be a formu!a in 
.:~'-~.,. Titan it holds in (gl,s. O~) for every member  of S~ excep~ possibly for finitely 
man,, c~,.. . .cz. Suppose (~1,+,, rO~J  ~----n Eb. Hence there is ~/+ t > 8 and b E B 
such that: 
(~l,,~ ,. Q , ,+ , )~ -7  ~b A -mb ~ c, ,, -b  b ~- c:  . . . ^ - b -~ c,. 
By the definition of K and tt:e fact that ~ E K, there is b '  in B f'lgIa such that 
(~1~, O~)~ -1 ~b' A --1 b' '~ c, t. -n b'~- c.,- - • a --1 b '~ ,. 
But since the domain of~ta is ~; and cS ~ D,B C3 eta = B (3 ~ = Sa. t lence there is an 
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element in & different ,ram c~ . . . . .  c~ for which ~x does not hold, which is a 
contradiction to {: ~ ~.  So b realizes E~in  (,o[~+~, O +0- Hence we must have that 
& is not a k cube for any formula px~ • •. x~ such that 
(~I~, 0~)~ - -10~x,  - . .  x~px, . . . x~ (otherwise ~Y~-~ would be omitted in (et,+~, 0,2*,)). 
Since S~ _C B and B is a k cube for #~x~ • • • x~a~. • • ao, by the induction assumption 
for tf,, Sa is a k cube in (gta, Q,s) for Ox, -. • x~a~. .  • a,. Therefore we cannot have 
(.~l~, O~)~ -n Q~x~ "'" ~g,x~ •• " x~a, . . ,  a~. Hence we have: 
('~L~, O~)~ ~x, .  . . x~Ox,  " " x~a,  . . . a, , .  
Since y<~ and (~,Qv)  is an L" ..... substructure of (~[,~,Qa) and we get 
(~l,,  O , )gQ~x, . .  . ~6x , . . .  x~a, .  . .  a,,. L-A 
12. Proofs of 11.7, I1.8, and l l . lO 
Proof of Lemma 1t 7. We show that if .Ysg(0, • • • 0,,) is principle for X~ and S is a k 
cube for ~oxt" xk,  then (?l~, O~)~ OkX~' ' '~ ,q~Xl ' ' 'Xk .  Axiom schema (VI I )wi l l  
be very useful here. 
Without loss of ~nerat i ty  we carl assume k ;32. (Otherwise replace Ox~<~: by 
QZxy(<px ^  ¢,y) and it follows from axiom schema (II) that O:xy(~ox ^  ~y)-,~ Ox~px.) 
Supoose that .Y~(0~ • 0,,- ) is principle. Hence it is generated in X~ by the 
formula O:,x". , , . .x~,, , ,cc( ' . , .c  . .... and: 3x~, . .x~O; ,  is consistent with Z~. Let 
f(/3) --- (8, p, oe . . . . . .  ~e~).~'6"e k 'mw that: 
2~ FVxr""  x ; '~. , [O"" - - *  ~x ' ; . . .  c;,,,] for every .~ ~ 3~(0 . . . . . .  0,_,). 
By arguments fised in Section 1 I, to analyze the consequences of 0 ge~lerating 3--~ 
we get: 
(~I~, O~)~ --n Qy" --7 Vx7.  • • x ;'. ,[0"x{' • • • x ;',,,,y "c~' . "  c ....... ^  (12. !) 
[Qzpzc< • - • a~ - ,  py  'a  , . " a,,, ] - - *  # ;' . . . x 2,,,1 
fo r  every  ~ ~E J -~(O, • • • 0,, O. 
Let  us denote  O, 'x~. . .x '2 ,o_ ,y"c ' . . . c  . . . . .  ^ [Qzpzce , . . . c~- -~ oy"~, . -ex , ]  by  
0,, ~,. - - x,",oy". (We do not mention the constants in 0,,.) (12.1) now b as t he form: 
(9~,~, O,,)D --, Q)," --n V v~'. •. x::,.,[0, -~  ,5x7""  x'2,.] (t2.2) 
for every ~ ~ 3"g(0, . . .  0,,_,). 
If we consider {i~e definition of or.., .~' ~(0 , . . .  0, , )  we get: 
(~2L~, kO,)~ --1Qy . . . .  ~Vx; . . . .  x",,,.[ O,, -+ --~ Qy" - '  -'n Vx~' - ' . . -  [0~_,-~ 
-~. . .  "--10y' --~ Vx {[O,y 'x', -+ ~x I]] • " • ] (12.4) 
where ~: is any formula of ST/~. Let % . . . . .  3'*, be as i~ the description of axiom 
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schema VII  where 0, . . . . .  #,, i,.~ the given sequence and for ? we pick the gi~'~n ?. 
(The variables x'? *~ ..x;~,~,i, are here replaced by the constants c~. . . c  ......... )
By induction on 0~ ! ~ k we prove that y~z~ ..o z,. ~ holds in (~1 m O~) for any 
assignment of diff,~rent values for z~. . . z~,  ~ from S. For l = 0 this is just the 
statement that S is a k cube for p. Assume it for l, and assign a~ . . . . .  ak ~ ~ ~ S to 
," z~_~ ~. By a~:sumption yts~-. • s~-~ ~za~ holds for every as~;gnment of value 
to zk~t different from s~. . . sk  ~ ~. Hence by definition of '~.~, ~,~s~...s~_~ x ~ 3-~. 
Subst imt-  ~ ?r '~s , ' . . s~ ~ ,x for ~x in (t2.4) and get 
(')1~. 0~,)~.~ - Oy"  --~Vx','... x:L[o,-~ -n Oy" ' ~Vx' ;  ' . . .  02.5) 
"." [0 :y 'x{ - ;  , / , s~ ' "  s~ +,x l i ] -  • • 
The formula we have in (12.5) is a~most y~+,s , . . . s~_ ,  ~ except that the bound 
variable z~__~ is replaced by the bound var;able x~. Hence (12.5) is equivalent o 
y,+~s, • • • s~_~ + Since s~ • • s~ ~, were arbitrary e lemeets of S, our claim is verified 
for l+  1. y~ has no free variables (excep~ x~ ' '~ . . .x , ' ; ,~  which are assigned the 
constant symbols c , . . . c  ....... ). Hence 
by our claim. 
Let us go back to the formula 0;,. t~ is :onsistem with ~,v which implies 
(£i~,, O~)P  Oy"  3x~'-.  • .3x:',,.,[O'oy% ';. •. x ;L  A 
Hence. 
(?1. ,  O~,) ,~ Oy ° 3xr -  • • 3x;,o[6,,y"x ?. •. x',:,°] 
Let us go back to (12.2) and substitu:e for ~ the formula 
toy" - '  3x ; ' - ' . . .  x',',,., ,[0,_, ^  Oy" - - '3x7 : . ' .  ] " '  ] 
and get 
(?Ira Q~)P  -~n Oy"  --n Vx~'. • • x?~°[O~ -~ Qy~-'  3x~ '~ • - " 
...x:',,o ,[o,,, AOy° 2.. ] . . .1. 
N~te that .~ ~ 3"~(0, - • " 0,,_,) by definition. 
From (12.7), (12.8). we now prove that: 
(gim O¢)t = Oy"  Fix ~'... x ,~,°[0~ A Q,~y n, ,  [0 ..... " ' "  ] ' ' "  l .  
We can argue informally that if (12.9) faiis then by axiom II there is a y 
satisfies (12.7) but not (12.9) and not the subformula of 
-nVx '~ ' . . . x? , ,o [O~- -~ ' " ] .  Hence for this y" :  
6) 3x? . . .  3xL[O~y"x'~'...  x,",o], 
(12.7) 
(12.8) 
(12.9) 
which 
(t2.8) 
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(ii) Vxr..-x'L,[0~ ~03 "-'3x?-""], 
(iii) ~3x7.. .3x7, : , , [0,~  ^Qy  "-~ . . . ] .  
Hence as in the first order predicate calculus we get a con:radietion, (This infonna~ 
argument can be easily translated into a formal proof in our axiomatic system.) 
The formula in (12.9) is exactly & described before axiom schema (VII) wzs 
given. Thus (12.9) and (12.6) can be summarized: (?~a, O~)~ 7~ ^  qJ. 
By axiom VII  (which of course holds i~ (?[~, 0¢~)) 
Proof of Lemma 11.8o Assume J~(0,  •. • 0,,) is principle for X,, where ~3 < y and all 
t~e types ~7~(0,. . .  Ok) are emitted in ?[~.. Le~ O,2,xU'...x:~o21,cb, . .  .b~ be a 
generator for 3"~s(O, . ' '  0,). Let f (y )  = (8. 0, ce,. - - a,,). Let 
O,+,x; + ' . . .  xT,,+.~,y"~x7 +2.. , x?,+.~ be: 
l " ' '~ , , * . .~y  Xt " ' 'X~*2A 
,, [OzOzx ~ :~ • • • :; ;~ ~2._> ~y ..~x ~2~ -. • x ;~:~]. (12.10) 
As in the proof of Lemma !1.7 we get 
(PI,, O , ) l  = ~dy  . . . .  ~Vx?  + ' . - .  x :;,:.',[0,~ ,--> ~x', ~ .- • x ::,;,', ,] (12.11) 
for every £ @ ,~(O~- ' '  0,,) where for x?*~'..- xU~ 
we substitute b~ .. b~ c~...&.~ respectively. 
The consistency of 3xr  +~.. . xL+.~.,Od~x7 *'....~';~;~., with X, can be expressed as 
before by 
(?l,, 0 , )~  Oy"* '  3x i " ' . . .  x?.£',O,,,,. (12.12) 
In (12.11) substitute for ~: 
Oy"  3x? . . -  x',:,.[O, ,, Oy ~" ' . . .  ] 
OT ,'t c, which belongs to .;" ~( rh ' "  0,) by deficfition. 
(~lf,, O , )~ ~ (?y""  ~Vx;  '~ • • • x;',,~.~,[O,+, ---~ Oy"  ~x '? . . .  [6 ^Oy .... "11" '1 .  
(12.J3) 
12.t2) and (i2.13) Agai~ a; in the proo~ of L~m..la 11.7 we cal~ infer from 
(?~,~, O,)~= Oy ' "~x7 ~'.. • x ;:~;;'.,[o,,., ^Oy"  3x;...x;,.[O,, ;,...11-. • 
Let ~.~s leturn to (12.1 l) and s'abstitute for ~ (12.14) 
- ,  Oy" -~ Vx ~'. - • V.,.: ;,,,ie° -~ --10y °-* --7 Vx ?-~ •. • [0°- , -*  • - • 
" ' [O , - ,  exq] ' "  ] 
where gx is any member  of 3r~. We get 
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('2"f,. Q~. )P  -nQy ''*~ -1 Vx  ? ~ ' ' '  - ' .  ;:,~ '. ,[~t-},,,, ...... --~ Qy"  -'~ Vx ; '  • . .  [0,, -.* - • • 
• . .  [0 , - - ,  ~x  ' , 1 ]  • • ] d2 .15)  
for ev, ry ,-Sx ~ °3~ S.  
The fl rmulae that appear in (12.14) and (i2.15) are exactly the members of 
d~(O~ -.0,+,)  when we replace x7 ~- ' . . . x~by  the constants b, ..b~ ~. . . c~,  
?I,. Hence the type d,".'(O~ •• - 0,,,,) is realized in (?[,., 0 , )by  b , ' . .  b~ a', • • • ,'~ which 
contradicts the assumptions of the Lemma. 17_] 
Pro.,I of Lemma I1.10. (a) K is closed: Let 6 be a limit point of K, (i) is trivial and 
(iii) follows from 
' ,%~= U ?t~,= U '."1~ = U /~=~s, 
Let b, •. - b~ E '~[,,. Then there is 8' E K such that b, • • • h~ E ?t.v. If there is b ~ B 
and some r />8 such that (? t , ,O, )~Obb~. . .b~,  theq, ~ince 6 '~K,  there is 
b ~ B N ~.'t,~. such that (~2G, Oa)~- Obb. - • bt. Fut then b ~ ?G and 
(9la, Q:,)D Obb, .. b~ since (11~, O,,) is an L .... extension of ( ?b ,  O~,). 
(b) K is unbounded: Let ~, ~ 8,, We shall find an element of K tt> 30. Define by 
induction &, i < ¢o, as follows: 8o is given. 3,~ is the miaimal ordinal which i~ greater 
than or equal to every member  of ?L,,. and for every # E L ..... and b, • - - b, ft. ?/a, if 
there exists b ~ B and r~ such that (?I,, Q , )D  pbb~.. ,  b,, then the first such r / is 
&+,3,.~ exists since there are just countably many possible O's and b , ' "  b,, 
hence just countably many '7 's to ,a orry about. Let &, = sup,,,° &. It is easy to check 
that since the (~G,. O~,) form an L <'° chain, &, ¢ K. [] 
13. Corallaries and remark~ 
Assume %o, and that e; is a sentence valid in the o)~ interpretation. Hence -7 so 
does not have a mode l  By Theorem 11.6 {-'-1 ~p }'U {--n so } is inconsistent (here we 
use ©,.,,). Hence, as would be the case in the first order predicate calculus, we have 
I- A { -n so }' --> so or bAsoo , -~¢ 
where 0, runs over all subformulas of -7 so. By corollary 1(}.2, i~ every regular 
interpretation (without assuming Q, )  we get ~ A ~o, --~ so. Hence in every regular 
interpretation q is valid. (Otherwise get a model of --1 ¢ and expand it to a model 
of /'. q~., by Lemma 10.5 (i).) 
This argument shows that the set of validities under o.., is minh'nal for regular 
interpretations. 
Corol lary 13.1. If so is valid under the ~o~ interpretaticn i  any mode[ of set theory in 
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which Q,, and co is standard t!~en ~ is valid in eLery regular inter;,r :tation. The sel of 
validities in ~he toj interpreta~'ion is absolute for models with ~Z ,. 
Assume ~,~,. Let T be a countable theory in L ~'~ having a stan(}ard model in the 
interprewtion where K is regular. Then by Lemma 10.5 (ii) T '  is consistent. 
Therefort by the main theorem (Theorem t l .6)  T has a ,nodei in the o)~ 
interpretation. Hence we proved: 
Corollary 13.2 (Transfer Down, ~) .  Let Tbe  a countable thecry ~:~ L <'' such that T 
has a model in some regular interpretation. Then T has a model in the w~ 
interpretation. 
We now show that under o~,,L <~ is a stronger language th~n L z even up to 
relativized reduc :. In fact a weaker assumption is sufficient, namei',  the existence of 
a Sou:din tree. Let ~ be a sentence of L: ex,gressing the fact that R is a relation 
which makes its domain into a Souslin Tree. We prove that if ,./, has a mode! in the 
~o~ interpretation, then it is not equivalent to any L z sentence, ever. up to relativized 
reduct. 
A sentence of L ~ is consistent if it has a model in the co~ interF~etati~m. It follows 
from Keisler [101 that ,3r ~ ~L ' ,  being consistent is absolu(:  with respect to 
models of set theory (with choice) in which w is standzrd, 
Tb, eorem 13,3. Assuming ther:'~ is a Souslin ~ree, no consistent sente~e of L ~ implies 
(in the w~ interpretation) the sentence 4~. 
Proof. Assume that o" ~ L', o- consistent and ~.~., cr--~ qz. Let Abc  a subset of ¢0~ 
which codes man, pings of every countable ordinal onto co so that in L[A ], ~o, is the 
real o9~. 
We claim tha" in L[A ] the implication o- ~ 4' is sfi!l valid: Since cr is consistent 
(atso in L[A 1) pick ?l to be a model of cr in L[A 1.9[ is a model of cr in the "real" 
universe because w~ is the same and by easy induction on L ~ formulas we can show 
that satisfaction for such ~ormu}as i absolute. Hence in the real universe ~l' is true 
in ~[. Therefore the relation R defines a Souslin tree in ~1[ in the real universe. But 
since a Soustin tree in V (V is the "real" universe) which belongs to L[A] is a 
Sots:din tree there it follows that 0 holds in ?I. This means that the implication 
cr--~ 4J is vafid in L[A].  
By Jensen [9] ¢,,,, h(ids in L[A] wad by Corollary 13.1 ( r - ,  tlJ is valid in every 
model of set theory. 
Pick a Boolean exte~sion of L[A]  in wMch there is no Soulsin tree 
(So lovay-Tennenbaum [17]). h: finis boolean extension cr-~ ~b is still valid and cr is 
still consistent (as fo[lov, ~rom Keisler [10]). Hence cr has a model ii~ the Boolean 
extension which must be a model of t~. Th~;~ model of ~(," is a Soustin tree which 
contradicts the definition of the Boo?can extensio~. [21 
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This is a strengthening of the example given in section 3, in the sense that ve 
!~ave independence of L ~ over L' in every model in which there is a Souslin tree. 
We finish this section by ~oting that %°, is not necessary for Theorem 11.6. Since 
~,o, implies 2"  = g~, ~,  fails in the Cohen model  in which 2" /N~.  However,  as we 
shall show, Theorem t 1.6 holds with the same set of axioms for L <~ 
We assume familiarity with the Cohen model and with generic reals. Let the 
grouad model be M which is a model V = L and the extensi,m N. Le, T be a 
countable theory of L ' '  in N such that T'  is consistent. Since T is countable there 
are countably many generic reals a , ,  ." a, " • i < ~o such tha~ T ~ M[{a~},. ~]. Since 
M!{a,} .... ]~  <>,.,, (every set is constructible there from a fixed subset of to~) T has a 
model  in M '  = M[{a~}~<~,]. Let ,~ be that r :odel .  N is a forcing extension of M ' ,  in 
which we add all the other generic reals. From now on we assume that M '  is the 
ground model.  We claim that the same structure P[ is still a model of T in N. We 
prove by induction on formulas of L ..... tim.~ M'~ '? I~  ~a~. . -a , , '  if and only if 
N ~ ")[ ~ ~a~ • " .  a , , '  for every a, - • • a,, ~ ~[. Assume ~vithout loss of 3eneratity that 
the domain of 9[ is ~ot. (ah is the same in M '  ~nd in N)  The only non trivial step in 
the induction arises when: 
,~" is (')~:Xl " " " Xk~bXL " " " X~: 
where 
M '~ '~.~1 k ~ " -nQ~x,  • • x~4,x~'"  x~' .  
Suppose N ~ [  ~ QkX~. . .XkOX~. . .  X~' .  Then there is a condition p which forces 
(over M') :  
~ ~ O~x~ • • • x~)x, • • • xk. 
Hence there is a forcing term f such that: p I~-'f is a one to one function from o9~ 
into ah whose range is a k cube for t~ in Pl'. f i s"constructed" from w~ geeeric reals 
over M'.  Let these new generic reals be: 
XoX~ " " " X,,, " ' ' ,  (g < ~01, 
Assume that all the reals ment ioped in p are included in {x~} ...... • 
For every c~ < to~ pick a condit ion p~ (which can of comse be asst, med to meet ion 
just {x~} ....... at most) such that p,~ extends p and: 
p,, I~-f(a)= t3., for some /3,,. 
Let us break p~ into the union of two conditions q~ U r, where q, mentions x¢ for 
< o~ and no others and r. mentions x¢ for a ~ ~3 and no others. 
f . Forcing condit ions which mention just >~,,} ..... can be coded as ordinal;  < w, so 
that if the condit ion mentions iust {x~}~<~,, o~ < co~, and ez is a limit ord ina l  then the 
code of the candit ion is < a. 
Therefore ,1~ for a limit is coded as an ordinal < ~. By a we: known theorem 
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(F6dor [3]) there is a star! mary subset of <o,, call it D, such tha~. on D this code is 
constant. Hence there is a constant condition q such that for ~-~ E D, q, = q. 
We can find a subset of D, call it D ' ,  of cardinality ~o~ such that for a, fl E D ' ,  ~:., r~ 
have disjoint domains. (Pick D '  = D (q {~ i r~ for /3 < a mentions just x~ for 
y < a}. The second set in the intersection is closed and vnbounded.  Hence for 
~ • •. oe~ ~ D '  we have p,, •. • p,~ are compatible. (On x, for y < co, they are the 
same and for other y"s they have disjoint domains.) All of these considerations are 
done in the ground model M'.  
'The set B = {/3, I a' ~ D'} is a subset of ?~ of cardinalit~ ¢o~, B ~E M'. We claim 
that B is a k cube ~or q~x,...x~. For: 
Hence 
p,., u . . .upo~ I~-f(a,) = 5,., n / (c~: )  = z~,: n . . .  n f (c~)  =/3 , , .  A 
^ The range of f is a k cube for ~', A 
A f is one to one. 
po, u • • • u / , , .~  ~ ' !~ . -  4:/3~. • • -/3o~ ". 
Hence by the induct~,,n hypothesis for ~:~, M '~ '~l ~= ~h~,,,. . ~,,~ ". 
This is a contradiction to tl~e assumption 
M '  ~ ~1 ~ --~ Q~x, • - x~dtx~ -. • x~ '. 
14. The limit interpretation 
h; th s sectior0 we briefly consider a different ~< int¢~rpretation f the quantif ier Q" 
when :: is a li~llit cardinal: Under  the K limit inteq~retation Q"x , . . .x~<~, . . .x~,  
means ~hat for every A < K ~here is a so. of cardinality A which is an n cube for ~. 
Theorem 14.t. Let K be a strong limit cardinal, TCL  <~, and cT+to< the 
canfinati~y of K. Then T ha:~ a model in the K limit interpretation if every finite subset 
of T has a model in the' ~ limit interpretation. 
Proof. i he proof is by an ultrafi l|er argument and as usual it follows from a !emma 
corresponding to ~he E6s Theorem {4]. 
Lernma 14.2. Let ?l = X~,:_~ I, / U be an ultraproduct of strt,ctures w, zero c I < cf ~¢. Let 
cpx~.., x,, @ L and [/ ,]-" ' [j~,] 6~ X,.::, ?L/U (where [/] i~ the equivalence class 
modulo U of the func.,ion f E X ,~ ?L). Then: 
?I ~,.,, ~>[f,].-. [f.,] /f and only if {i l?i, ~: cf,,.i).., f.(i)l ~ U. 
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Proof. Fly induction on the s~ructure of the fornm]a c;. A:;sume .~" is well ordered. 
The only case that is new arises when ,p is ©~),, . . .y~ Oy, . . *y~,x~. .x , , .  
(a) A~;sume that 
A = {i !~{ b--~ ,~,~,,,--n Qay . . .  ykgy , " "  D, f , ( i ) ' ' '  f,~(i)} ¢ U. 
Hence for each tea  there is A~<~- such that there is no k cube for 
gJy, • • • y~f~( i ) .  • .  ];,(i) of cardinality A,. 
L.c~ a = sup..~A,. A <g since c [<:c fg .  We can assume A >eL  Suppose 
~I }=,,,,,, Oky, . .  - )d]~y, " • • y~ I.L] ' " ' If, ]. 'this will lead to a contradiction. Let 
[g, ],,~ <(2))', bc an enumerat ion of a k cube }p. ?I for d ly , . . . y . [ f , ] . . . [ / , ,}  of 
cardinality (2~)" {which exist ~ since K is a strong limit and ." < K). Define a partition 
of [(2;~)*] ~k~ indexed by A : toe, • • • ~ } ~ f~ if and only if i is the first element in the 
well ordering of I such that {g,,(i)},,~ is a k cube of cardinalitv k for 
0Y, " " ' yk f , ( i ) " "  f,, (i). 
i always exists by the induction assumption on O and the fact that U is an 
ultrafilter. By Erd6s -Rado  [2] there is a subseI of (22} ~, c~ql it 71 of cardinality A, 
and i,~ ~ A such that T {k~ G P~,. But then the set {g, (L)! oe ~ T} is a I~ cube in ~)[~, for 
<~y<"' y.~fffL)' '" f,,(L) of cardinality a > A, which contradicts the definition of a,. 
Hence 
eI~=,~, ...... -nO~y, . . ,y~d, ) ' , . . .y , , [ f , ] - . . [ t ; , ] .  
" ,~., ~ >0%, .  v~Ov y~f , ( i ) . . f , , ( i )}~E U. Let a <,c  We (b) Su osc  B - -{ i l~! ,  . ' . .  . " "  . • 
show tidal in '?l there is a k cube for g ,y , . . ,  y~[ f , ] . . ' i f , , l  of cardinality A. 
In ever.', 9I,, for i ~ B. there is a k cube for qey, • - • y~f,( i ) - . ,  f,, (i) of cardinality a. 
Let {a',,} .... be such a cube. Define g,, ~ X,~ ?i, to be 
a',, when i~B,  
g, ( i )  N 
[a '  when i~B,  
where a ~ is any element of ~l,. By tb.e induction assumption for 0 the g,,'s form a k 
cube in ~:[ of cardina]ity 3. for Oy , . ' .  y : [ f , ] ' " ( . / , , ] .  
I5. Open problems 
Here arc some open probiems that we feel are of interest. 
(1) Lindstr6nl type theorems: Is L ..... a maximal extension of the first order 
predicate calculus which is countably compact and has the downward 
Lgwenheim-Sl, :olem property to ~o,, or perhaps there is a nice alternate model 
theoretic characterization of L -°'. [f the answer is negative, perhaps L ...... has a 
proper extension which still has nice modei theoretic attributes. In general, for what 
model theoretic properties can one assert the existence of language,~ which are 
maximal with respect to these properties? 
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(2 )  Compactness and axiamatizability: Is there a model of set theory in which 
L <~ is not countably compact in the ~ot interpretation? Clearly a complete and 
correct axiomatization for the ~a, interpretation must depend on some set theoreti- 
cal a~sumptions. On the other hand, each model of set theory may have such an 
axiomafizat3on. In partict, lar, d~ we get a complete axiom;~tization in models of set 
theory satis,~ying Souslin's hypothesis if we add to our axioms in Section 10 the 
axiom: "'I'he:~e is no Sousli~ tree"? Even under %%o,, it would be nice to have a mote 
natural axio~3~.~tizatio~3 than That given in Section t0. Can such an axiomatization i_3e 
given such that a valid sentence of a given type has a proof in which no symbols 
outside that type occur? 
(3) Compactness and axio:2aatizability for regular interpretations (trader some set 
theoretic assumptions): Is ~v~ enough? We would like to have a 'nice' axiomatiza- 
tion for the weakly compact interpretation. Most of the problems under (2) have 
obvious analogs for regular interpretations other than w,. 
(4) Transfer principles (t:nder appropriate set theoretic assumptions): Is <>, 
er~ough to give trm~sfer of satisfiability in the w, interpretation to the K- 
interpretation? 
(5) New set theoretic and combinatorial principles: We know that O,,, is not 
necessary for the corG.actness and completeness of L .... in the ~o, interpretation. Is 
there a naturaI combinatorial principle which is exactly equivalent to compactness 
and completeness? Mtght the existence of a Souslin tree be such a pri~3eiple? 
(6) Definitional independence between the different quantifiers: Is O :~ stronger 
than O' up to relativized reduct without any set theoretic assumptions? Is O "+' 
stronger than O" (with or without set theoretic assumptions)? More generally, 
compare the expressive power of the different Q"""-' ...... ~. 
(7) Interpolation results: As pointed out in Section 3, the known ca.,;es in which 
valid L ~ implications have no L ~ interpolants do have interpolants in L 2. Does the 
interpolation theorem hold for L ~, or L <~, or for any countably compact extension 
of L'? Would it help to have pairing and coordinate functions in the common type? 
Since this paper was submitted, Lee Badger, in his doctoral dissertation, 
University of Colorado 1975, has four3d a valid implicat~.~n i L 2 with no interpolant 
in L'"L 
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